New season brewing at the Coffeehouse. See page 5.

Task force est ablished
on camp us for human
research projects
BY KENDRA AMMANN
Staff Writer

In response to controversy
last spring involving documentaries produced by Colby students, a faculty task force has
been established on campus to
determine concrete college
guidelines for student and faculty projects involving human
subje cts. According to Dean of
Faculty Robert McArthur, the
task force, chaired by Yeagar
Hudson, professor of philosophy, will determine which types
of projects should be reviewed
by the College and how they
will be reviewed.
"We think the task force is
nicely diverse," said Hudson.
"It represents more divisions of
the college than the Institutional
Research Board (1KB) did." It s
members come from the humanities, social sciences and interdisciplinary studies.
"We are viewing our task as
a large one, mainly to devise
guidelines for all projects involving significant interaction
between interviewers and human subj ec t s," said Hudson.
"We ought to prepare a set of
guidelines to fit Colby that we'll
all agree to."
Last spring, student documentary projects for Associate Professor of English PhyllisMannocchi's
American Dreams class were challenged by the IRB. The IRB questioned whether some projects were

conducted in accordance with established college and federal
guidelines. After a series of meetings and heated discussions, the
students wereallowed to complete
their projects .
"Thediffioutpart oflastspring
was that a group of students suddenly found themselves in the
middle of a college controversy,"
saidMcArthur. 'The problem was
that we had not anticipated the
extent to which projects will be
subject to [IRB] review."
The newly created task force
will review and refine institutional guidelines in order to
clarify which projects should be
reviewed.
"This must be accomplished in
the fall of 1996,so that students are
not once again subjected to the
uncertainties they have encountered this spring,"wrote President
William Cotter in a letter to the
American Dreams class, the Academic Affairs Committee and the
IRB.
"I think the task force will be
good because it will educate
peop le about the issues," said
Mannocchi, a task torce member. "I think it will say to the
bigger community that Colby is
concerned about these issues.
We care about the people involved in t he pr oj ect s of our
students and faculty."
The t ask force i s expec t ed
to present its recommendations at the October faculty
meeting.Q

The State of the College

Echo p hoto by J ennifer Atwood

Josh Woodfork '97 and President Cotter f ield questions f r o m the audience during the State
of the College Address last Thursday.

BY MELISSA GERBI
Staff Writer

Student Association (Stu-A)
President Josh Woodfork '97 and
President William Cotter welcomed
the students of Colby to the 19961997 school year at the annual State
of the College Address in the Page
Commons Room last Thursday.
The State of the College Address,
initiatedby students,is a yearly presentation made by the Stu-A President and the President of the College as a forum to inform the Colby
community of the school's fiscal endeavors of the past year, the direction of the College and issues of

Colby life.
Woodfork introduced Cotter,,
who began his speech by reiterating1
the "open-door"policy of discoursei
the College has long believed in. He2
went on to speak about this year's3
annual report, which will summa-rize the activities of the last fivei
years in response to a "Goals for the3
'90s" study published in 1991.
The goals were identified fivei
years ago, according to Presidentt
Cotter, to ascertain whether a lib-eral arts education was still the mostt
appropriate way to educate today'ss
students.Cotter highlighted several1
areas of the study including diver-sity, residential life, faculty, equip--

ment and technology. The College,
according to Cotter, has grown in
all of these areas, although some
'areas have not met the standards set
in 1991.
Colby has succeeded in making
the student faculty ratio 10 to 1, and
has therefore enacted a hiring freeze
so that there will be no net increase
in faculty, Cotter said.
As evidenced by the construction around campus and the completion of three new buildings, the
school has upgraded its facilities
and technological resources, adding new computers and Ethernet
hookups to residence halls.
see COLLEGE on p age 10

Theolo gian addresses Bunche Scholars
BYREINEE IAJEUNESSEAND The College recognized Dr. Bunche BuncheJ did."
SHARONCAPOBIANCHI
in 1955 by awarding him an honorIn the past, approximately six to
News Edit or & Contributin g
Writer

Echo pholo by J ennifer Atwaod

Samuel DeWitt Proctor spo k e in the Chap el during the

Bunche Scholars Program symposium on Sunday.

Theologian Samuel DeWitt Proctor delivered the annual address for
the Ralph J. Bunche Scholars Program Sunday ni ght in Lorimer
Chapel.
The program is in the name of
Ral ph Bunche, an African American scholar, di plomat and civil
rights activist who marched and
demonstrated with Martin Luther
King Jr. during the 1960s civil rights
movement. Bundle's role in pea ce
negotiations in the 1948 war for
Israeli independence in the Middle
East won Bunche th e N obel Pr ize
in 1950. He also helped to found
the United Nations and was,among
many other th ings,a Colby parent.

ary doctorate.
According to the Admissions
Office , the Bunche Scholars program
was initiated in 1979 to recognize
American student s of color with
demonstrated scholastic strength,
leadership potential and significant
involvement in community or school
activities.
High school counselors and
teachers,Colby alumni, community
leaders and individuals in organizations nominate prospective
Bunche Scholars. Students then apply to Colby, and if accepted, their
applications are processed to determine if they qualif y for a scholarship. According to Jeri Roseboro,
associate dean of intercultural affa irs, Colby looks for stu den ts "that
exemplify the same spirit that [Dr.

10 Bunche Scholars have enrolled at
Colby each year. For the Class of
2000, though, 93 students were accepted as Bunche Scholars, up from
44 last year. This year 23 matriculated.
"Colby has now become a school
that many more ALANA students
are looking to,"said Associate Dean
of Admissions Sherman Rosser.
Rosser feels that Colby has become
much more well known and "the
program has really been recognized
as a scholarly program across the
country ."
Samuel DeWitt Proctor delivered the address for the crowd on
Sunday night. Proctor, a distinguished theologian,orator and educator on race relations in the United
see BUNCHEon page 10
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Colby Democrats support
Vice President Al Gore
BY RENEE LAJEUNESSE

Five Shot in Waterville
FiveWaterville teens were hit by "birdshot,"discharged from a 12gauge shotgun on Monday afternoon . The shot was fired by John
Dunson, of 5 King Street, in Waterville. None of the teens (three 15year-old females, one 17-year-old female and one 17-year -old male)
was seriously injured , according to Waterville Police Sergeant Daniel
Ames, who said Dunson is being held the Kennebec County Jail
without bail. The 23-year-old is facing charges of reckless conduct with
a dangerous weapon and violation of bail conditions. Dunson has
several pending charges against him, including marijuana trafficking.
(EMD)

Colby Contributes to Area
School Districts

entourage, said Becca Mets '99,
one of the drivers.
At SMTC, Gore hosted "a town
Vice President Al Gore visited
hall-type
forum , round-table disMaine on September 11, fielding
questions at Southern Maine cussion," handling questions
Technical College in Portland and from a panel of ten participants
then rallying a partisan crowd at chosen by SMTC, said Beliveau.
the Portland International Jetport. "The focus of the event was eduApproximately 30 Colby Demo- cation."
The Portland Press Her ald recrats were present.
According to Emmett Beliveau ported Saturday that Gore praised
'99, president of the Colby Demo- the Democratic Party's proposals
crats, six Colby students were in- for college grants and tax credits.
volved in the 16-car motorcade "Abolish, bash and cut aren't the
that escorted Gore from the jet- ABCs we need in our schools,"
port to SMTC, driving support said Gore, attacking the Republivans which carried staff , media can Party's calls for what he views
and other officials. The students as abolishing the Department of
had to be cleared by the Secret Education, bashing teachers and
Service before participating in the cutting funds for education. The
News Editor

Press He rald said Gore spoke
about his hopes for creating a better educated work force by making "13th and 14th grades as commonplace a f ew years f rom now
as graduating from hi gh school is
today."
his
discussion at
Following
SMTC, Gore and his motorcade
returned to the jetport where he,
Joe Brennan, candidate for U.S.
Senate, and Tom Allen, candidate
for the Maine First District Congressional Seat, rallied a crowd
of about 200 with 20 minutes of
speeches for their campaigns.
Many college and high school students were present.
"There was a big youth focus
on the event," said Beliveau. ?

The Howard Hughes Medical Institute awarded Colby part of a $1
million grant to be used for the "Partnership for Science Education"
that Colby has with four local school districts. Professor of Biology
Russ Cole is chair of the grant's overseers committee, while Associate
Professor of Biology Jay Labov is coordinator of the program. The
partnership's activities include employing a supplemental science
teacher to cover for area teachers enrolled in courses at Colby, workshops for teachers, purchasing science equipment and computers for
each district and establishing Internet access to all teachers and administrators within the districts. (RL)

LaFle ur: tak ing residential
lif e to a higher level

Ethics addressed at Colby

"I want to use all that is
good with the [residential life]
program and take it a step beyond ," said newly appointed
Associate Dean of Residential
Life Robert LaFleur about his
plans for the upcoming academic year.
In addition to his duties as professor of history and East Asian studies, this year LaFleur assumed the
position formerly occupied by Jan
Arminio, who left Colby to teach at
another university.LaFleur came to
Colby two years ago from the University of Chicago to teach with the
history and East Asian studies departments. In preparation for his
new position within residential life
affairs, he has spent time studying
small colleges similar to Colby, such
as his alma mater Carleton College,
to determinewhich conditions make
up the best model for residential
life.
"I want to improve upon
what is alread y a very fine program to facilitate learning both
inside and outside the classroom ," said LaFleur. "Colb y is
a r e s i d e n t i a l college and
should therefore allow learning in the broadest possible
sense — from others , and not
just from the classroom."
LaFleur emphasized the importance of student-faculty relationships and said he will work to make
the Faculty Associate and Faculty
Resident programs more active.
"Someti mes wha t 's forgotten is
what faculty learn f rom students,
and that is exactly what makes being a faculty member more exciting," he said.
"The added feature of Dean
LaFleur is that he brings to the
table experience both in residential life and faculty-student relations," said Dean of Students
Janice Kassman. "And be cause
of his experience with the faculty
here , he knows how to relate the
two aspects of students and faculty."
LaFleur t ook his en t hus iasm
a step f urther throug h the introduc t ion of t he "Take a Prof essor
to Lunch" program. Under the

Ethicist Patricia Brousseau presented the seminar, Toning
Those Mora l Muscles, in Lovejoy 100 on Tuesday, September 17.
Brousseau is vice president of the Institute for Global Ethics, an
independent, bipartisan and nonpolitical association dedicated
to elevating public awareness about ethics. Her discussion concentrated on developing ethical f itness, "the mental and moral
ability to recognize and address ethical dilemmas." (RL)

Afro-Caribbean Percussion
Group to Perform at Pugh
Center Opening
In addition to a 12:30 p.m. program of ribbon-cutting and the filling
of a time capsule, the opening of the Pugh Center tomorrow will feature
music by the Afro-Caribbean percussion group Cabildo. Following the
ceremonies, the group will present a hands-on workshop from 3-5p.m.
to introduce those present to the rhythms, songs and instruments of the
African new world. Later that night Stu-A is sponsoring a "Pugh
Center Dance" in the Page Commons Room to celebrate the grand
opening. (RL)

Irish Poet Visits Colby
On September 23, the distinguished Irish poet Eavan Boland will
visit Colby. She will be teaching a class at 1:30 p.m. in the Robinson
Room of Miller Library and will read from her work at 8 p.m. in Strider
Theater. When reviewing Boland's Collected Poems, the Irish Times said
that her rise as a major woman poet is the story "of a remarkably
courageous woman who stood up to a powerful and conservative
literary establishment, suffered the consequences,survived the politics
and earned kind of a hero status."Boland's appear ances ar e open to the
public and free of charge. (RL)

Wired in Miller Library
Miller Library will have wires for Ethernet installed this month, said
Assistant Director for Public Services FrancesParker. Tlieproject will allow
students with PowerBooks or other portable computers to connect their
<x)mputeretomenetworkmmehbrary toconductresearcliontlieworld-wide
web directly from their study carrel. Under tlie plan, tlie back walls of tlie
library (facing the Quads) in tlie basement, f irst an d second f loor, the group
sludyroomsonmesecondfloor and ttieprivatestudyr^
will all bewiredfor Ethernet access.Parkersaidshe wasgla d to see theprojeet
underway, after several failed attempts to get it approved in Hie budget
process. The project was supposed to be completed over the summer but
renovations in Hillside and the new dorm construction delayed the starting
date. (KH)

BY ALYSSA GIACOBBE
Features Editor

program, "any student can invite any professor to lunch any
day," said LaFleur. The program
is through the dining halls and
participants need only to say that
they are with the program and
the need for meal cards or tickets
is eliminated.
"Most faculty here live from

volves Averill HR Sarah
Ostermueller '98 and Hall President Ian Silverthorne '99, along
with Professor of Psychology Bill
Klein. The Averill Last Lecture
Series will invite faculty to deliver a speech as if it were his or
her last one ever.
"Some of the topics may be sur-

photo courtesy of Communications
Associate Dean of Residential Life Robert LaFleur is also an
avid country music f a n
within a half-mile to 15 miles of prising,"said LaFleur. "For instance,
campus," said LaFleur. "The stu- students who have taken a class
dent-faculty interaction is so impor- with me might think that my last
tant and available ... students and lecture would be about 17th cenadministrators should take advan- tury China, and maybe it would be.
tage of the opportunity to sit down But maybe it would be about my
outside of class or practice, after love for country music— you never
office hours, to go beyond. There is know."
It's students and faculty seeing
this wonderful give and take between students and faculty that is ea ch other in new perspe ctives such
the hallmark of a liberal arts col- as these that LaFleur said he hopes
to help facilitate through his new
lege."
Assi s ti ng LaFleur is Car ol position. He will continue to teach
Miniutti, in the newly created po^ two courses while serving as associsition of assistant director of resi- ate dean — "teach ing is my tru e
dential life. According to LaFleur, love," he said. In addition, LaF leur
in addition to bringing to the of- has p lans for a future Jan Plan course
fice the varied perspective of resi- that will incorporate his idea of
dential life that comes from liv- broad-based learning — a look at
ing on campus, Miniutti is ac- how issues in medieval China comcountable for residential life pro- pare to contemporary country mugrams and Ongoing training of sic.
hall staff.
"Some mig h t not see how me"[Head Residents (HRs) ] are of dieval China coul d rela t e t o a
such impor ta nce," said LaFleur, song l i ke, say, 'I' d Be Better Off
"They are instrumental in a good In a Pine Box/ but I want to show
residential l if e program and wehave them how l think that it does. I'll
call it , 'Hurt in ', Lyin ' and
40 great HRs this year."
Anot her new program Chea ti n ' in 17th Century
LaFleur has been working on in- China. "'Q
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Photo courtesy ofMonika Thiele
Mon ika Thiele '97 (second from right) with officers of the
Best Buddies program.

BY MEGHANN FOYE
Contributing Writer

The newest of Colby's student-led
organizations, Best Buddies operates
on the premise that friends and family
are the foundation that help all of us
succeed. As Colby's latest volunteer
organization, Best Buddies aims to facilitate close relationships between the
mentaUyretardedtitizensofWaterville
and Colby student volunteers.According to Chapter Director MonikaThiele
'97, college campuses were chosen as
the volunteer sites so students could
"receiveaneducation based inreality,"
while "buddies could live up to their
full potential."
"[The Best Buddies program] isan
important part of the community because it affirms that society is close to

reaching its full potential when Buddies hold jobs,pay taxes and are considered true, full members," said
Thiele.
Best Buddies is ah international
not-for-profit organization founded
in 1987 by Georgetown University
student Anthony Schriver. The Best
Buddies college division is designed
to promote very special friendships
between university students and persons with mental retardation,according to Thiele. "Colby is now a part of
a growing national volunteer movement," said Thiele.
Tobe a buddy,a student is asked to
commit to his or her buddy at least
twice a month and make contact by
phone or by letter once a weekfor one
academicyear.Colby students can also
volunteerbybecomingassociatemem-

beis,whichindudesassistingwithclub
activities and attending group outings
with otherbuddies of the chapter,said
Thiele.
Thiele began a Special Olympics
volunteer group at Colby in 1993,
during her freshman year. "There
were no clubs that dealt with people
with special needs," said Thiele.
Within the past year the group has
become an official chapter with national recognition. Colby's Best Buddies has also been officially recognized as Maine's first and only chartered chapter.
In preparationfor thenewchapter,
ThieleattendediheNationalBest Buddies Leadership Training Conference
held this summer in Miami, Fla. In
addition, Thiele has participated in
workshopswithchapterdirectorsfrom
other schools including Columbia,
Harvard,Yale, Boston Universityand
UVM.
"If s a rich and rewardingexperience to share your life with a person
with special needs," said Thiele. "The
Buddies program is unique because
volunteers and buddies both gain a
mutualfriendship."
"Best Buddies is uniquein that it is
sponsored by both theVolunteer Center (CVC)andStu-A,"saidCVCDirector Kelley Winchester '97. "Students
can still come to the CVC to get involvedwith [Best Buddies]or with any
other volunteerprogram."
Students interested in jo ining the
chapter can callThiele at x4607 or stop
by the Colby Volunteer Center. "The
Best Buddies program is an excellent
way for students to give something
back to the community,"said ThieleD

Did you ever wonder...?
Why did the price of soda go up to $.70?

The Joseph family owns all of kept the price at $.65 figuring that were still $.35, Al said that, as
the soda machines on campus, and we'd make the change over the independent contractors, the Joaccording to Al Joseph, the rise in summer," said Al. "The increase seph family operates at a differprices this year from $.65 to $.70 is is just a reaction to the increase in ent level from major corporasimply a product of inflation.
tions such as Wal-mart.
the manufacturer's prices."
"Coca-Cola raised its prices
"We're a family business,"
When asked why the sodas in
last semester some time but we themachihes outsideof Wal-mart said Al.
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President ClintonValidates
Sending Tfroops to MiddleEast
This week, President Clinton received criticism for his September 13
decision to send 5,000 US troops to Iraq. Among the many complaints was
Clinton's failure to adhere toa dear,consistentpolicytowardtheMiddle East
and the fact that the increase of Americansin Iraq will create problemswith
religiousFundamentalists in the area.Clinton explained that he ordered the
attacks so Americans would beable to controlmoreof thesky in that region,
enablingus to more easily defend our Kuwaiti and Saudi Arabianallies from
Saddam Hussein.

Bosnians Cross Former Battle
Lines to Cast Votes
Last Saturday Serbs and Croats gatheredtogether in Sarajevo to votein
nationalpresidenialandparliamentaiydections.Approximatdy53,OCW
troops were on site to maintain peace and regulate the voting. Accordingto
officials, the elections wererelatively peaceful. Some minor tension did exist
betweenCroats and Muslimswhohadcrossed over into Serbian territoryfor
theelection,and theSerbs themselves.Theelectionwasheldtochoose national
and regional candidates, while municipal elections werepostponed until a
later date.

New10-minute HIV Test
Developed
A new test for the detection of the HIV virus wasacclaimed in Philadelphia
recently. As opposed to the usual four hours, the new test, the only one of its
kind currently available to U.S. labs,takes only 10minutes to accurately show
whether a person has HIV. Researchers hopethat faster test results will enable
patients found to have the AIDS-causing virus to receive immediate counseling and support.

South African Government
Revises Housing Plan
When the African National Congress campaigned for the 1994 election in
South Africa, they promised to build 1million homesby the year 1999. Since
then they have been humbled by the magnitudeof the housing problem and
have adopted a more realistic perspective. The ANC has handed out over
50,000grants to subsidize new homes since elected,yet has admitted that 1999
may be too early a deadline for achievingthe goal.

Algerian Leaders Talk Peace
Nearly 1,000rx)UticiansandAlgerianleadersgatheredmParisonSaturday,
September 14, to discuss an end to almost five years of political violence. Tlie
two main secular opposition parties,theSocialistForcesFront and the Rally for
Democracy, wereboycottingthe conference and radical Muslims have been
forbidden to attend. Algerian President Liamine Zeroual proposed that tlie
goals of theconference weretoban the useof religion as a politicalweapon and
to confirm that Islam is the official religion of the 29 million people there.
Compiled by Amanda Blalz from the September 13-17 Boston Globe.

Colby Alumnus a 'Central*
honoree in Washington
BY BROOKE FRAPPIER
Contributing Writer

Mid ge Wa t son Holmes '63 was
one of 30 individuals recently honored as the "1996 Outstanding
Women of the Central Intelligence
Agency." As an 18-year employee
of the CIA, Holmes has excelled in
major positions from Chief of the
CIA Library to her current position
as Deputy of Strategic Planning in
the Office of Public Affairs. In addition, Holmes held a Congressional
Fellowship in 1989-90.
In her days at Colb y, Holmes
was involved H the International
Relations Club, Philosophy Club
and the Library Associates, all
t
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while remaining on the Dean's
List as a philosophy major. After
graduating, Holmes went on to
pursue her master's degree in library science from the Catholic
University of America in Washington, D.C,
In a recent interview, Holmes
admitted that her years at Colby
had a direct influence on her future.
"[Professors] taught us to speak
up,tobebold .Colby fostered debate...
and to interact democratically with
the faculty." Holmes believes she was
inspired by the "stimulating environment" at Colby.
According to Holmes, "I'm a
better person from having been on
May flower Hill.'D

Colby improves in national rankings
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BY SHARON
GAPOBIANCHI

Contributing Writer
Colby squeaked up to 18th from
19th in the "Overall Rating" in U.S.
's aimualrankings
NewsandWoridReport
of "America's Best Colleges," in the
September 16 issue. When compared
with the other New England Small
CoUegeAtrdeticConferenoe(NESCAC)
schools,Colby fell right in the middle,
coming in behind Amherst (2), Williams (3),Middlebury(7), Bowdoin (8)
and Wesleyan (14); and above Trinity
(21),Bates(22),Hamilton(25)and Connecticut College (26) in the magazine's
list of the "Best National Liberal Arts
Colleges."
Colby continues to rank 18th
in the category of "Academic
Reputation," tied with long time

rival Bates. Amherst and Williams maintained their first place
rankings. The onl y NESCAC
schools to top Colby in this category - are Bowdoin , ranking
sixth , and Middlebury and
Wesleyan, both ranked ninth.
"It is great to be on the list," said
Director of Communications Sally
Baker. Baker feels that the increase
in rank is a testament to the Admissions Office. "Each new class seems
to be increasingly more talented,"
she said. This is evidenced by the
increased SAT score obtained by
incoming Colby students. The
middle 50 percent of combined
scores for the Class of 1999 was
1105-1295, for the Class of 2000 it is
1200-1350.
Baker also noted that the Development Office, which is re-

sponsible for bringing money
into the College, has a significant
impact on the college's rank. U.S.
News and World Report looks
strongly at the amount of funds
coming into the College, especially the alumni giving rate,
which they typically use to gage
how happy current students are.
This year, Colby 's Alumni Giving rate was a mere 43 percent,
placing the college fourth to last
out of the top 25 Liberal Arts
schools on the list, far behind
Amherst (65 percent), Williams
(68 percent) and Bowdoin (54 percent).
"Overall , it is President
Cotter's leadership and efforts
from across the College that has
brought us up to this level," said
Baker.Q

Colby Democrats help m race
for student votes
BY KAREN SCHLEIN
Staff Writer
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Universi ty of Toronto
Toronto,Ontario
TheUniversityofTorontoisestablish^
first departmental chairin suicidestudies.Accordingto the Chronicleof Higher
Education, the idea first came from the mother of a University of Toronto
medical school graduate who killed himself in 1992. "She wants to raise
awarenessof suiddeand tohonorher son/ 7 said theChronicle.Themotherled
an endowmentcampaign that raised over 1millionCanadian dollars to be
matched by the medical school. The new chair will teach as wellas conduct
research on the causes of suicideand,accordingto the Chronicle,many at the
university hope that the professorship will prove key to finding ways to
prevent suicide.
Amherst College
Amherst,Massachusetts
Some people just will not give up. Would-be Amherst Class of 2000
student MelisWEmileisfilingforanappealafteraHampshkeSuperi
judge ruled that Amherst would not be required to admit Eruile after
mistakenly sending her an acceptance letter last May. According to The
AmherstStudent,Judge WilliamWelchrefused a motionby Enrile'sattorney
that would have forced Amherst to admit Enrile on the grounds that "its
revocation of the offer of admittance constituted a breach of contract."Enrile
currently attencisMuWenbergCollegein Pennsylvania,but,accordingtothe
Student, plans to continueherfight for Amherst student status.
...and comingsoon to a school near you...

Under the leadership of club
president Emmett Beliveau '99,
the Colby Democrats registered
over 500 Colby students to vote
last year and said they are well on
their way to breaking that record
this year . According to Beliveau,
the voter registration effort at
Colby is part of the College
Democrats of America 's goal to
register one million new student
voters this election year. The College Democrats of America is the
student wing to the Democratic
National Committee.
According to Beliveau , the
Colb y Democrats registered 50
students at the activities fair
last week and efforts to expand
the list will be made during
Voter Registration Week, begi nn i ng September 30th. The
Democrats plan to have tables
in the Student Center and dining halls during the day, according to Beliveau. In the evenings, the student organization will be going door-to-door
encouraging students to reg ister in time for the November
election.
Part of this innovative registration campaign at Colby involves appointed "dorm captains" who will lead the effort
in the residence halls.

Across thenation,the boominggrowthof inline hockeyhas prompted the
Association.Accordingto
formationofmeNationalCoUegiatelnlineHockey
the Chronicleof Higher Education,the association has grown to44teamsin four
yearsand its firstnational championship willbeheld thismonthin LasVeggs,
Nev.
"Inline hockey is growing faster than ice hockey on many campuses
becaiiseicehcK^eyeqinpmentisexpensiveandicstiinehardtocomeb
y/'said
association President MichaelNelsonof Westwood, Calif.
AozordmgtotheCfcronicfe/foe associ^^
in fielding a team witha start-uppackagethat includes tipson coachingand
safety. Better hurrybefore the snow starts...

Al Corey Music
Center
j
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Emmett Beliveau '99 heads up
"President Clinton and Vice
President Gore have been very
supportive of student issues,"
said Beliveau. "This is our way
of paying them back."
The Colb y Democrats emhasized
the fact that any stup
dent at Colb y can register to
vote in Waterville. Beliveau
encouraged students to register in Waterville , as op posed to re questing an absentee ballot , calling the process
easier.
Beliveau also urged stu-

the Colby Democrats.
dents to consult the Colb y
Democrats' web site for voter
registration and election information. The page is located at:
h t t p :/ / w w w . c o l b y . e d u /
democrats/ . The site includes
information about registration
as well as links to other Democratic organizations.
Students who are interested
in a d d i t i o n a l i n f o r m a t i o n
about voter registration
should contact the Democrats'
voter registration director Josh
Waldman '99 at X4588.Q

Why pay more and hassle with downtown traffic?

Music"

99 Main Street , Waterville
Telephone 872-5622
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COME
STUDENTS
BACK
Have a safe and enjoyable school year and please drink responsibly
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New director perks up Coffeehouse season
BY DAN MACCARONE
A&E Editor

Under new management this year, the
outlook for the Coffeehouse is extremely
bright. The new season has been spearheaded
by veteran Coffeehouse volunteer and newly
appointed director Krista Brown '99.
For those who are unfamiliar with Colby's
Coffeehouse , it is "a non-profit student organization that depends on student volunteers
to share the kitchen shifts," said Brown. Located on the first floor of Mary Low, the
Coffeehouse is open Sunday through Thursday from 7p.m.to midnight,as well as Friday
and Saturday nights from 8 p.m. to midnight.
"The casual, warm atmosphere makes it a
great place to talk with friends, meet new
people, play board games and cards, read
[and] listen to music," said Brown of the
Coffeehouse,which sells gourmet coffee, tea,
homemade treats, specialty sodas and is one
of Colby's f ew strictly non-alcoholic venues.
After its renovation this past summer, the
Coffeehouse sports freshly painted ceilings

said Brown.
Currently there are seven musicians scheduled for the weekly concert series, which
begins at 8 p.m. every Thursday night. Besides concerts,the Coffeehouse has also scheduled readings from the Pequod, Colby's literary magazine, and a student art display. New
Moon Rising, Colby 's feminist publication,
will host an open mic night on December 5.
Brown hopes to have several other open mic
nights, movie nights and more student performances.
I hope to see the Coffeehouse busy
throughout the week,not just on performance
nights, as in previous years," said Brown.
Some of the featured musicians for this
season are Erica Wheeler (September 26), Cosy
Sherridan (October 3), Dana Robinson (OctoEcho fi l e p hoto ber 24) and Ellis Paul (October 30). The new
The Zulu Leprachauns played to a full house during one of the many
season opens September 26 with Wheeler,
Thursday night concerts in the Coffeehouse last year
who has been described as a "singer/
and walls,new furniture and a mural painted Commission on Alcohol report. "This will songwriter whose music captures landscapes
last spring by Andrea Keisler '99 and Amy allow us to stay open for the first time on and whose songs pull on the heart with asDarling '96. The budget for the Coffeehouse weekends and give us more freedom in book- sured passion and grace,"by the Washington
was doubled this year as a result of the Trustee ing entertainment and scheduling events," PostU

Album reviews

BY DENNIS D'ANGELO
Contributing Writer

Trainsp otting requires a
strong st omach
BY MEG BELANGER

Haze: TomDooley

Contributing Writer

Despite the recent trend in avant garde
recordings, some artists have chosen to refrain from experimentation for the sake of
experimentation and have remained faithful adherents to styles of music which have
sold well and sound good. Unfortunately,
Haze has not gone this route with her latest
EP Tom Dooley.Instead,shehas experimented
for the sake of experimentation, and produces a sound that's both boring and excruciating at the same time. Tom D ooley isn't one

Mommy

Quite the opposite of Tom Dooley is a
new effort from the indie band Mommy. In
their three song unsigned release, singer/
bassist Abby Travis writes and performs
with some real originality. Guitarist Brian
Caillet and Keyboardist Gere Fennelie both
give solid background support,and the tape,
which consists of a photocopied cover and
label, holds some promise for a very good
effort down the road.
Mommy starts out with "Wink," not terribly original, but not hard to listen to by
any means, and certainly comparable to a
lot of what's going on in the indie scene
of the worst albums I've heard in years, it's right now. It gets better with"Dust," a torone of the worst things I've heard ever.
tured love tune that sounds slightly tighter
The irony is that Haze does not start off than" Wink," and the tape's third song,
badl y. Her first track , entitled "Tom "Crazy in Love," comes across with genuine
Dooley/'sounds muddled at times but over- emotion and an excellent sense of timing
all kept my interest. I liked the experimenta- an d rhythm. The music fits the mood of the
tion, and the sound of the track definitely lyr ics well, and the song ends the tape with
came across as something f resh and worthy real promise. Mommy is not a great effort,
of a second listen. The second track on the but it's very goo d an d, considering the
EP , "God (wish you were here)" dwells on band'sbeginner status,they could definitely
the artist's depression of being alone in bed, be one to look out for.
while at the same time considering her fate.
Both Haze and Mommy have individual
Besides containing some interesting web sites, and Haze, admittedly, maintains
in strumentals, heavy and angry, with full a pretty good one. You can locate Haze at
bass and guitar, the song blasts through the h t t p :/ / w w w . h o o k e d . n e t/ u s e r s/
speakers and, while at times going over- rhythumb/haze.html and find both her biboard , is overall a decent track.
ogr ap hy and a lot of pretty fun animated
Things start to gel hazy (no pun intended) g rap hics. The web site also has other rewith her third track," free," as well as with views, purchase information, and a lot of
the rest of the EP. It was in the middle of interview material. Mommy's web site is at
track three that " I first glanced at the CD http://www.primenet.com/~matthew/
player to make sure I wasn't still on the mommy.html and contains some hard to
second song, seeing as there was no discern- download audio clips. The site also has
ible difference in the sound. The lyrics are some biogr ap hy information, as well as a
unintelligible after song three, and the bass listings of gigs in the Los Angeles area. Both
continues the exact same pattern for the next are wor th checking out, though it would
five songs. More importantly, nowhere does make " more s ense not to check out Tom
any t hing interes ti ng happ en f or t he rest of Dooley, and give a good listen to Mom's first
See TOM DOOLEY on page 11
effort.Q

Soon, however, they are caught up in the drug
again and youfind yourself looking at theworld
through the eyes of a heroin addict;a both fasdnating and terrifyingexperience.
After, perhaps one of the most fri ghtening
scenes in the movie, where Rents is locked in a
room forced to quit using "smack," he decides
get a fresh start and leaves for London to find a
responsiblejob.Unfortunately, he is soonjoined
by his friends, leaving you, once again, on the
downward drop of the roller coaster of feelings
you developthroughout the film. Theemotional
turmoil becomes more complicated from there
because it is as if Rents cannot escape the world
which he tries so hard to give up, which you
commend him for,but at the same time he does
nothing to fight the temptationto jump back on
the bandwagon.
In the end,you are left with a feeling of hope,
but at me sametime,you may find yourself more
emotionally drained than you've been in a long
time. When you watch Trainspotting, be prepared to cry,laugh out loud,cover youreyes,and
feel sick to your stomach. It may not bea movie
which you'll leave saying that you loved it,but
if s a movie you'll want to recommendto others.
The camerawork adds to the intensity of the
film by zooming in and out on characters while
they're high and filming sideways, from their
See TRAINSPOTTING on page 11

If you have a weak heart,or a weak stomach,
Trainspotting is not the film for you. It is a fastpaced and intense story about five friends
wrapped up in a world filled with heroin and
violence. Though the film takes place in Scotland, do not expect to see any lush green and
rolling hills, but rather a cynical look at Scottish
youth gone bad. Instead of beautiful cinematography,all you see are seedy drug dens and rundown apartments that smell bad even on the
movie screen.
EwanMcGregorplaysMarkRenton,orRents,
the central characterwho narrates the story from
the opening lines, "Choose life. Choose a job .
Choose a career. Choose a family." The beginning of the movie drops you right into a frenzied
chase through the streets of Scotland that does
absolutely nothing to propel the plot forward,
but introduces you to the insanity of the characters. After all, when Rents gets hit by a car, he
laughs and stares down the driver. And then
keeps running.
These young "mates"hang out at a drug den
known as Mother Superior's, so named due to
the owner's long habit. It is here whereyou get a
glimpse of the humanity and reality of it all.
Whileshootingup,thecharactersarediscussing
the importance of James Bond and which movie
was best;not to mention the importance of the
Bond girl. At the same time, you see a baby,
around eight months old, crawling around on
the floor. She isjust as oblivious to her surroundings as everyone in the room is to her, which is
demonstrated quite well by the image of her
mother shooting up.
AtthispointRentsdecidesheisgoingtostop
using drugs altogether for the first time in the
movie. No more heroin for him (at least not for
another fifteen minutes),but opium suppositories are okay, even when he has to f ish themout
of the ap tly named "most horrible toilet in Scotland" in one of tlie most disgustingscenes in the
movie. If you don't walk out here,you will have
no trouble sitting through tlie rest of tlie film.
Rents goes off heroin and realizes that lie's
got his sexual drive back. So, he finds a girl and
sleeps with her,only to find outshe'sabityoung.
Kelly MacDonald plays the part of Diane and
pullsoff lookinglikeatwenty-fiveyearoldinone
scene and a naive high-schooler in her plaid
school uniform in the next believably and well.
Rents' mate Sick Boy, played by Johnny Lee
Miller, the only American in the cast, decides to
giveup heroin too,just to annoy Rent Forsome
reason,creating one of tlie films few inconsisten- The Scotti sh heroin culture is
cies, he can do it easily and without problem. po rtray ed in Trainsp otting

Faces all "grit and sinceri ty"
The Last Unicorn — first rate fare Small
BY DENNIS D'ANGELO
BY ERIN M. DUGGAN
Editor-in-Chief

That special someone finally said yes (or
your parents have decided to make the trek to
Maine) and now you're faced with the quintessential Waterville dilemma—in a city with
more fast food and pizza joints than beauty
and tanning salons (almost), where can you
find a good, classy meal?
Upperclassmen are asked this question
year after year, and the answer rarely changes
— The Last Unicorn, on Silver Street in
Waterville. For the last 18years,the cozy tworoom restaurant has been a well known favorite of Colby students and faculty seeking
diverse, incredibly well made food and a
laid-back yet "mature" atmosphere.
The ambiance of the Last Unicorn is what
sets it apart from many of the other local

restaurants. The lights are low, the music
smooth, the bar amply-stocked and the wait
staff as pleasant as the food. There is a nice
smoking section and with neighboring Safari
Bar closed down, the Last Unicorn is a great
place to go for drinks or coffee if your budget
can't support a full meal.
Yes, with all this greatness does come a
price, and it's not cheap. But lefs not talk
money yet. Let's talk hummus, smoked
salmon, hot and spicy wings,baked brie and
boursin. Then we can move past the appetizers and really get cooking.
About 10 specials are offered each night,
which just add to the already satiating menu.
At least one vegetarian special is offered ,
along with soups, salads, sides and desserts.
Most menu entrees are offered at lunch (11
a.m. - 2:30 p.m.) as well as dinner (5:30 p.m. See LAST UNICORN on page 12

Lex has entered the awkward age where he
finds himself in trouble in school and without
many friends. He looks up to Alan and his
Gritty and real, Gillies MacKinnon's Small brother's friends, but also gets involved in
Faces begins and ends with the reflections of brother Bobby's gang.
Bobby gives Lex an air gun as a present
an adolescent's furtive search for both personal identity and identity in relation to the and to apologize for killing Lex's fish . In an
world around him. Despite the theme, don't aimless act comprised of boredom and misget the impression that Small Faces gets chief,Lex fires the gun into a rugby game and
bleedingly p hilosophical—that'snot its style. hits the leader (Kevin McKidd) of one of
Instead, the film profiles three brothers and Glasgow's gangs, the Tongs, in the eye.
their experiences while trying to survive gang McKidd, who also starred in Trainspotting,
warfare in a lower class neighborhood in declares an all out war on the MacLeanbrothGlasgow throughout the late sixties. Bitingly ers. When Lex and Alan attempt to gain prorealistic,with moments of harsh violence and tection from the Tongs' rival gang leader
emotional release, Small Faces pulls you into Charlie Sloan (Garry Sweeney), Alan is convinced to increase the gang's fame by defacits world and doesn't let up for a moment.
The film's youngest star, Iain Robertson, ing a painting in the local art gallery.
Lex is necessary in this and other esca
plays Lex MacLean, a pubescent who follows
after his older brothers, artistic Alan (Joseph pades because his small frame comes in use
McFadden), and violent Bobby (J.S. Duffy). See SMALL FACES on page 11
Contributing Writer

Megalomaniacs j oin Colby 's a cappella force
BY DAN MACCARONE
A&E Editor

For those who rarely venture
out of their rooms, confine themselves to the back corner s of the
library to study six hours a day
or choose to drink themselves
silly fiv e out of seven nights a
week, rejoice! There is an escape
from the general monotony — a
cappella music.
For years the Colby 8, originally comprised of eight male
students, were the only outlet for
this type of music. As the years
went by, they were jo ined b y
Colb y's all female group, the
Colbyettes. Still later, a second
all-male group was founded, and
they called themselves the Blue
Li ghts.
Last January, amidst the blizzards and Asian cooking classes,
a new addition to the Colby music scene was formed: The Megalomaniacs. Founded b y Julie Williams '98 and Corley Hughes '98,
the Megalomaniacs became
Colb y's first co-ed a cappella
group and have gone on to show
themselves to be j ust as talented
and entertaining as the three

other groups on campus.
Pulled together from a pool of
her talented friends, Williams was
able to make a reality out of her
"lifelong dream of creating an a
cappella group," said Dylan
Commeret '99, current co-president
of the group. This year, while Williams and Hughes are studying
abroad , Commeret and Emil y
Taxson '98; are heading up the
Megalomaniacs, whose members
include Oliver Griswold '99, Nate
Jue '99, Joshua Scharback '98 and
Jen Stephens '98.
In the group's short history,
they have already proven themselves worth y of perf ormances
with the veteran Blue Li ghts ,
Colbyettes and Colby 8. For their
premier concert during Jan Plan
'96, they prepared two songs and
opened for the E Flats. Later that
year they took part in Powder &
Wig's variety show to benefit the
Make a Wish Foundation, where,
for the first time ever, all four a
cappella groups performed in the
same show.
The Megalomanics have a
tough road ahead of them, having to compete with the other
three groups on campus, but their

advantage is their distinct personality, according to Taxson.
"[We're] crazy," Commeret said
about the groups ability to improvise well, dispersing small
bits of humor throughout their
show to shed the purely musical
image the other groups have had
in the past.
This year the group hopes to
gain many more members from
both the class of 2000 and from
upperclass students who have
not yet had the chance to let their
talents ring on campus.
"We're expanding,"said Taxson,
who plans on having the new roster
up by the end of this week.
The Megalomanics have already performed at the COOT
comedy show, where they joined
with the Colby 8, Colbyettes, and
the Blue Lights to help lead "Hail,
Colby, Hail." They 're p lanning
to take their show on the road to
schools such as Williams later in
the semester and also hope to
have a lot more concerts this
year.Q
This article is the first in a four
part series highlig hting Colby 's a
cappella groups .

Echo photo by Mary Schwann
Nate Jue '99 of the Megalomaniacs in their f irst performance
of the year during the COOT comedy show.
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Reggae bands performances strong, attendance lacked loudness
BY DAVID FENTON
Contributing Writer

Reggae bands Island Rockers and One
People came to Colby on Saturday to help
celebrate this semesters first weekend of loudness. Torrential rains helped to make this one
of the least attended Loudness events in recent history.
The festivities began with the band Island
Rockers who started things off right when
lead singer Larry Sterling led the quartet
through a selection of Reggae standards including Bob Marley's "No Woman No Cry."
A number of other songs were what could be
termed as Reggaefied such as Neil Diamond's
"Red Wine" and the well known tune, "Baby
I Love Your Way." While the band was quite
talented, they were restricted by the use of
recorded drums and horns. Their colorful
costumes and easygoing attitudes, however,
more than compensated for this fact.
Enjoying the performance of the Island
Rockers were about 10 to 15 people, most of
whom had the words "Event Staff" on their
back. Highlighting Island Rockers performance was Stu-A Social Chair Chris Sullivan

'97,who lead 6 others in a Conga Line. Just as
the event looked to be a total wash-out, however,the crowd began to swell for the second
band due,in no small part,to the introduction
of a couple of kegs. From the opening of One
People's set, the concert began to progressively pick up steam.
From their very first number, One People,
a Boston based quintet, exuded a confidence
that comes with experience. One People was
formed in 1981 and has played at venues
including Mama Kin's in Boston and to an
audience exceeding forty thousand concertgoers at the famous Burlington Reggae Festival in Vermont. They played a number of
tunesfrom their new self-titled albumin which
the powerful voice of the lead vocalist,Mark
Jayaprasanna, and the dynamic guitar work
by Marc Daddy complimented each other
well. Though beer was flowing,; and people
grooved in their own world to the music, One
People's message of peace was well received.
Overall, the bands had a fun time, and
those who did brave the elements were well
Echo photo by J ennifer Atwood
rewarded with two entertaining The reggae band Island Rockers opened the First Day of
performances-^
Loudness festivities.

Colby 's First Day of Loudness
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Echo photo by Kristina Smith

Bring in 'da noise — Students cut some rug to celebrate

Loudness

Irish poet to visit
Colby Monday
BY DAN MACCARONE
A&E Ed itor

On Monday September 23, at 8
p.m. in Strider Theater, Irish poet
Eavan Boland will read selected
works from her award winning collections, such as her 1987 volume,
"An Origin Like Water: Collected
Poems, 1967-1987."
Boland , born in Dublin in 1944,
has published seven volumes of
poetry. Her most recent work,which
came out in 1995, is a memoir entitled "Objec t Lessons: The Life of a
Woman Poet in Our Time."
A Lannan Foundation Poetry
Award -winner , Bolan d has taught
at Trinity College, University College, Bowdoin College and is currentl y a Professor of English at
Stanford University. Presently, however, she lives in Dublin with her
nusband and two daughters.
The Colby Performing Arts depar tment calls Boland one of the

most honest and original female talents in contemporary poetry who
seeks to revitalize the image of
women by "pulling them outof their
silent hiding places in history or out
of the shadows of contemporary
suburbs."
Boland's "Collected Poems"was
is the story "of a remarkably courageous woman who stood up to a
powerful and conservative literary
establishment, suffered the consequences, survived the politics and
earned kind of a hero status" wrote
the Irish Times.In the last ten years,
her status grew from feminist poet
t o woman poet an d f rom m inor poet
to major poet, the newspaper said,
calling her one of the more important poets to emerge internationally
over the past 30 years.
Before her reading on Monday
night, Boland will teach a class at
1:30 p.m. in the Robinson Room of
Miller Library. Both events are open
to the public free of charge.Q
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Echo photo by Kristina Smith
Courtney Cataldi '98, Farrell Burn s '98 an d Jeni Sp ear '98 make some noise.

Faculty t alent and variety
showcased at reci t al
BY DAVID FENTON
Contribut ing Writ er

Last Sunday's Fall Faculty Recital proved to be a showcase for
how exceedingly talented Colby 's
music staff is. The event was of a
truly eclectic nature,with selections
ranging from the classic work of
Brahms, to Jonathan Hallstrom's
piece for amplified viola and computer sounds. The chapel provided
a warm a tmosphere and an acoustically sound setting for the
afternoon's performances.
The recital began with a searching performance of Gabriel Faure's
"Fantaisie, Op. 79" in which Jean
Rosenblum's flute captured the dissonant natureof the piece flawlessly,
while Cheryl Tscha nz 's piano was
characteristically impeccable.
Next on the agenda was a jovial
rendition of Herbert Clarke's "Th e
Bride of the Waves,"in which Christopher White's Saxop hon e an d
Clayton. Smith' s p iano p lay ing

brought a smile to many faces in Mary Jo Carlson.
Rounding out the recital were
attendance.
Rick Bishop's original works Carl Dimow's renditions of "Canfor bass and saxophone entitled nonball Rag" and "Yellow Dog
"Jenny" and "Jean's Dream" had Blues." His masterful blues guia carefree feeling that only a bass tar and heartfelt vocals brought a
guitar can achieve. The interp lay new level of intimacy to the venue.
between sax and bass was one of
Overall, the Colby music staff
t he musically creative hi ghlights showed why its musical ,talents
of the show.
are recognized across the U.S. and
Perhaps the most crowd-pleas- beyond. Colby St u d ents and
ing performance of the afternoon Waterville residents alike were
was Elizabeth Patches' Mezzo-So- presented with an exceptional
prano performance of "Lime Jell- performance.!!!
o, Marshmallow Cottage Cheese
Surprise." She took the audience
in the palm of her hand and let
her congenial manner and effortIt Nlgl»Iy M .1:l0,7:l.1, 0:tO
lessly gripping voice do the rest.
Aliw Sttt/>Stwat 1.00, 3:00
Other highli g hts included
Jonathan Hallstrom's piece for
amp lified , v i ola an d compu t er
«i S:00, 7:00. 9:00
Starts Frldny—Nltjhily
Except ^o y^io fjHOW on Sunday
sounds. The music had a surreal
Matlnffl) Sat/Sun ai 12:45, 2:4.1
feel to it with the computerized
drum beat and bass sounds p lowing the way for a poignan tl y dewww.mInt.net/movies
termined Viola performance by
' "
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Put this paper down! Get to the
Page Commons Room, Now!

CMRigbJsLawyer
MorrisDeesis speakingat ll aj aft todaytokfckoffmetcifte
begjniraigcfthisyeai'sSpot^^
berausenodasses,labs,groupmeer^^
noexcusesformissingit!
TheSpotlightLectureis often cited as cHiectfCoIl^smost attraoSvefeatui^by
prospectrvestudenis,artdttrrayhaveev
yougo?Somehow
,oncestudentsarrivec^cam
even exist Last year poor attendance caused theadministration to reevaluaie me
benefitsof the lectures. Even for big name speakos suchas AndrewYoung,and
imponantissuessuchasaffinrar^
flhanSOstudeittsbothetedtoattend.
Thisyearihereisanewapprcaditot^
cdnteresttoaD,suchasDaes.Typeniectui^
d£partrnenfs,yetwiflfocuscni^
inaeaseattendancE,thismaybet^
ihe sacred 11am to noonhouris beingthreatened by a newdass scheduleto be
implementedne>dfaLTheodywaywecanpro^
oost is to attend them,and attend tlMn wim regularity, ma year marl^^n^
begjnnings,sudiasthePughGento
asad ending.
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Let seniors live off-campus
We are writing in response to
the memo sent [to returning students by the Dean of Students Office this summer] about the new
dorm opening in the Fall of 1997.
We are in the class of 1998, which
means our opportunity to live offcampus will be hindered.
In past years Colby's off-campus policy seems to have worked
really well. Those students who
wanted to live off-campus were
able to, yet there was still a great
number of students who chose to
live on campus. We believe that
both seniors living off-campus, as
well as those living on-campus,
help to create harmony in the
Colby community.
Obviously, the seniors living

If you push us of f, at least
drive us home

872-20(X).TheniunbermanyColbystudentshavecometoknowsowell—
Clem's Taxi.
In the first few weeks of school it has already become obvious mat the
ienownedjimeyseivice,sohighlyspokenofoncamipiistoiusandadniission^
visits,maynotbeall that ifs cracked up to be.WherewasitFridaynight when
many of our classmatescalled in hopes of getting a ride back to the Hill from
an off-campus party? They were told by Security to call a taxi
Students at Colbyneed a reliableway of getting on and off campus. Not
because we can't take me responsibility of finding designated drivers, but
because the administration slowly washestheir hands of liability,the dirty
water runs off campus.
Whenstudentswalkfiomdonntodormatmgli^me CoUegeWesitsbes^
with call boxes, whistles, escorts and Security, to provide the safest trip
possible.ThesameshoiddbetmeforColbystudentswholeavecampus.
With
half of the senior class(thus almosthalf of the 21-year-olds)
off campus and
panicsfewer andfarmerbetweenoncampus,itisdearth^
years ago would have happened in Drummond are now happening in
WafervillaAsafe
tripshouldbeguaranteed,espedallyforstudentswhomay
nothavecars and don'tfeel comfortableaskingupperclassmenforarideThe
social gatheringswhichhave moved off Colby property are still part of ihe
Colbysocial scene,and the College shou ld act accordingly.
Colby needs to provide its students with an efficient reliableand,most
importantly,operating transportationservice.We're not in walkingdistance
froma n t/p o ioff
n t campus,and whilestudents alreadytrytheirbest(most of
thetime) to find their own ride,theCollegeshould meet us halfway,
n.2 am.is in dangerof
The"safe rides"programwWchninsfromlOpj to
getting canceled for Sunday nightnuts due to a "lack of necessity/'We
understand the difficulty of securing acceptable and certified drivers and
arranging scheduling, but we also see the urgency in having the Jitney be
somethingthat students can relyon when they need it
Omejmse,itwouldseemmeadrninistratio
dean of all responsibilityforstudentsonce they drivedown Mayflower Hill,
even if they are partiallyresponsiblefor pushingus off.
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The Cath y Echo is a weekly newspaper published by the students of Colby College on
Thursday of each week the College is in session.
The Echo encourages letters from its readers, especially those within the immediate
community. Letters should not exceed 400 words and must pertain to a current issue or
topic at Colby. Letters arc duo by 8 p.m. Monday for publication the same week. Letters
should be typed and mustbesi gned and include nn address or phone number. If possible,
p lease also submit letters on a 3.5 inch Macintosh disk in Microsoft Word format. You may
also submit letters via e-mail to "echo@colby.edu ".
The Echo reserves the ri ght to edit all submissions,
The Editorials , above, are the official opinion of the paper. Opinions expressed in
individual columns, advertising and features are those of the author, not the Echo.
The Echo will make every effort possible to prevent inaccura cy, but will not be held
responsible for errors in advertisements or articles.
For information on advertising rates , publication dates, or to contact us about
submitting an article, please call (207) 872-3349 (x3349 on campus).

on-campus contribute greatly to
the dorm lives of the underclassman. However, off-campus students must also be credited for
contributing to the overall Colby
experience for many reasons. At
times, Colby can be quite claustrophobic. The off-campus residences
provide outlets for those on-campus students who need them.
Dorm life at Colby is not real
world living. It is important for
students to step away from this
sheltered environment for periods
of time to be reminded of how life
really is. Again, off-campus students provide this.
What we believe to be the most
eminent problem is that Colby is
often seen as a closed community:

^B^^

"rich kids on the hill," to the town
of Waterville. Town relationships
made by our off-campus representatives have helped to change
this stereotype.
Reducing the number of seniors
allowed off-campus willhinder the
progress students have, already
made in building an amicable relationship with the town.
For these reasons, we believe
Colby should not make changes in
its off-campus policy. Those seniors from the class of 1998 who
wish to live off-campus should be
allowed to do so. They will be an
asset to the Colby community.
Julie Shea '98 and Liza B. Hillel
'98

Op inions

Adding incentive to I-PLAY
BY MIKE TRUMAN
Opinions Editor

What is the most ridiculed program at Colby? If it's not first on
the list, I-PLAY is right up there.
What began as a program that
simply encouraged people to go
out and get exercise has dwindled
to a question of who forfeits the
match.So now, in its seventh y ear
of existence, it is do or die time for
the program. If we, as a student
bod y, cannot get it to function
properly, we will probabl y lose it
next year.
Some are probably saying,
"Put it out of its misery!" But that
would be a mistake. I-PLAY provides a good way to get exercise
and have a lot of fun. When a
game is actually played, everyone can have a good time. The
dorm league also provides a
chance for people in a dorm to get
to know each other better. Very
little breeds friendship better than

working together for a common
goal, even if it literally is trying to
score a goal. (Sure that soccer net
looks huge, but you try getting
past 11 people alone.)
The key is to redesign the program so that the fundamental
goals of fun and exercise can also
accommodate wide-spread participation. The first change would
be to drastically improve the lines
of communication between the IPLAY coordinators and the dorm
I-PLAY chairs and open league
captains. When the chairs are being informed of a match 35 minutes before game time, it is impossible to put together a team in
time. Better communication between the chairs and the dorm is
essential as well. Stu-A has designated certain bulletin boards
around campus as I-PLAY-only
boards and is promoting that the
individual dorms do the same.
Secondly, we cannot turn away
from the dorms. Although open

league participation is higher than
that of the dorm league, open
league violates one of the principles of I-PLAY - wide-spread
participation. The open league is
selective. These rosters are pretty
much set by a group of people
who are alread y friends. Freshmen would have difficulty joining these teams, and have equal
difficulty forming their own
teams early on simply because
they haven't gotten around to
meeting everyone yet. The dorm
league allows anyone to play, and
your prerequisite is simply living
in that dorm.
This applies to women as well.
Some women don't feel comfortable taking to the field if there are
no other women out there, and as
past experience is showing, there
aren't many. This can create a
worsening cycle of fewer and
fewer women participating.
A gain, the dorm leagues look to
See I-PLAYon page 12
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Explosions before breakfast .unnecessary
BY MATT APUZZO

ing two to three hours of sleep a night.
they show up at six.
If, at 6 a.m. every morning, it is perfectly
On a serious note, the construction is
acceptable to blow things up, dig holes, becoming more and more of a disturbance
If, in the past few days, you have found blow whistles and
as tne workload of
yourself being jarredf rom your slumber by make a general disclasses is increasing. It
the sound of small explosions, people mov- turbance, then one
is a direct infringement
in
on
your
home
in
large
vehicles
or the can come to the folon the rights of stuing
Quiet hours are
digging of trenches behind large chain link lowing conclusion:
dents to a quiet night
nothing
more
than
a
,
fences then you are either living in a mili- quiet hours are nothof sleep.
tary state somewhere in the Middle East or ing more than a sugIt is absolutely unsuggested idea.
you are a resident of the East or West Quads, gested idea. Sure, the
necessary for conAverill or Hillside.
policy says that quiet
struction workers to
The construction of something very im- hours are from
begin work outside
portant is well under way. And this impor- 11p.m. until 8 a.m.,
students' rooms at
tant something is destined to make Colby but since the school is paying people to such an early hours, especially when Colby
the envy of every other school in the coun- make noise, then what's to prevent the stu- claims to uphold the "quiet hours"policy.
try. Upon the completion of this important dent body from congregating in front of the It is more than feasible for them to arrive at
something, the Colby campus will be a vir- East Quad and playing heavy metal music eight in the morning and then stay an hour
tual Utopia. This is the ultimate goal, and it at 5 a.m.? If the party's still jumping, we can later at night. It is understandable that
is inconsequential that some people are los- even invite the construction workers when they want to accomplish as much as posContributing Writer

Anonymity = Cowardice
BY DAN MACCARONE
A&E Editor

Lastyear''PrimaryColors,"anoveladdressingme!992presidentialdection,waswrittenby
The book
Joe Klein, a columnist for Newsweek.
wasoriginally publishedanonymously.Though
Kleincertaiidycouldhavepredictedmescandal
thatarose whenhe was forced to admit that he
was the author after repeated denials, he still
tried to remain anonymous.
Recendy,theEc/wreceivedaletterfrom'/A
Concerned Student,"addressing my articlein
last week'sissue in which I discussed some of
the cons of the "Report of the Trustee Commission on Alcohol." Though the letter was
very well thought out and made several valid
points, it could not be printed because the
student chose not to include hisor her name in
the signature,but rather used a "Dear Abby"
type pen name. Unfortunately, the Echo only
prints letters submitted by authors who are
not afraid to reveal their identity.
Why would people, therefore, submit
letters which are not worthy Of their names?
Are they afraid that if we knew their identity, the editorial staff or perhaps me and a
bunch of my friends would stalk them or
beat them up? After all, when you choose to
voice your opinion, a counterpoint must be
expected, which could help to strengthen
your argument in the end.
The only reasonable excuse for anonymity in this letter could be the bold and offensivefinal paragraph,for which "AConcerned
Student" could receive a plethora of flack
from other students: "People who get drunk
aren't 'cool;' they're not 'fun.' They're pathetic. They don't have the guts, inteUigence,
or maturity to interact with other people
unless they use mind-altering substances. I
wish more students would realize that such
people are neither to be imitated nor tolerated. Perhaps if Colbv students had a better

sense of responsibility and self-worth, administrativepolicywouldbesuperfluous.I'm
surethat wouldmakeMr. Maccaronehappy."
Those are pretty serious accusations and
probablyapply to at least 60percent of Colby
students. If the author believes that, then
why not state it publicly? Why not stand up
for what s/he believes,like the student who
recently spoke out against affirmativeaction
at the "Stateof the CollegeAddress"in front
of most of the Colby community?
Ms./Mr. "Concerned" is not alone in
the belief that alcohol is a destructive,
manipulative and addictive chemical. Face
it,it is, and many people,not just at Colby,
have to deal with its effects in everyday
life. If "Concerned" feels sostrongly about
it, then why not openly try to help people
instead of bombarding me and most of the
campus with insults and speculation?
People should not be afraid to say how
they feel. Josh Woodfork, our student body
president,said thisin hisState of the College
Address and then listened to someone insult his heritage. Was he upset at this outburst? I doubt it. He may have been offended,but he knows,I am sure,that people
have a right to say what they believe.
"Concerned" accuses those who drink
of being gutless, immature and pathetic,
but how can s/he say that without considering that perhaps s/he is just as guilty of
those same traits when s/he cannot even
tell me who s/he is? It is a shame that we
could not print the letter,because it is well
written, convincing and makes several
valid points. The alcohol policy does affect all students and, as such, everyone
should be included in the decision-making process,not just those who drink alcohol, or the "drunks," as "Concerned" so
aptly name them. The letter is also correct in saying that students do need to
See ANONYMOUSon p age 12

Election Day 1996

Conside r where , not j ust who

are a partisan person and your mam conBY MIKE TRUMAN
cern is getting representatives from your
Opinions Editor
party elected,you have to dedde where your
vote will have the most influence. If you are
The presidential election is less than two a Democrat from North Carolina, it may be
months away and the state deadlines for in your best interest to try to defeat the
voter registration are approaching. It is now ultraconservativeJesse Helms than the modthe time to decide not only who to vote for, erate Maine Senatorial candidate Susan
but where to vote as well. Come election Collins. Conversely, a New Hampshire Retime, the where can be as crucial as the who publican might want to vote in Maine to
(particularly in congressional and local help out Republican Congressman Jim
races), so it is important _„____,________„
Longley, who needs
to decide which priorall the help he can
ity is greatest to you.
It is now the time to decide get. Of course, if
Here at college, we
Longley is a lost
not only who to vote for , cause, it might be
have the opportunity to
vote in the state in which but where to vote as well.
better to stay in your
we actually live, or the
home state if the
Come election time , the
state in which the colbattle is neck and
where
can
be
as
crucial
as
lege resides. It is up to
neck. Maine resius to decide in which
the who.
dents, along with
everyone else,need
place our vote willmean
the most. It's natural to
to make similar devote in your own home district, because cisions in regards to voting absentee from
policy there does affect you, and it defi- their home city or Waterville.
nitely affects your family. But you do live
The last partisan issue to look at is the
about nine months of the year here and electoral college. If you are a Florida RepubMaine politics may be more of a concern to lican, vote in Florida. Dole needs that state
you personally.
desperately, certainly more than Maine.
Maine has a busy election schedule this
Whatever your decision, you should look
November. In addition to House races and into registration immediately. Undoubtedly,
the presidential election, Maine is also elect- the Colby Democrats and Republicans would
ing a Senator (which is not the case in all be more than willing to get you the informastates this election cycle) and is making a tion you desire, and the Internet contains a
decision on the clearcutting of Maine's wealth of data as well. A voter registration
Northern Woods, which could seriously hotline was created this summer by MCI at 1change the way Ma ine's logging and paper 800-REGISTER. The service will send you a
industries operate. If environmentalism is a stamped voter registration card and then restrong issue to you, Maine may be a better mind you to vote on election day.
way to have your voice heard than in your
Above all, vote. There is no excuse for
home state.
letting the chance to participate in your govFrom a purely political perspective, there ernment to slip by. Registration is the first
are a bunch of scenarios to consider. If you step.Q

What is your favorite way to spen d a ra iny
afternoon?

Will Raffer ty '97

And y Zuffoletti '97
"I like to cover myself in
sponges and go to really ar id area s
of the word and become a god."

"I sit in front of the TV and
watch on our new cable — we get
all the movie channels."

Jason Tom '00
"Puddle jumping. It's something you get to do as a kid, nnd
who says you have to stop being a
kid?"

sible before the dreaded Maine winter hits,
but they will have the opportunity to catch
up this summer. With nobody around ,they
can detonate as much dynamite, dig as
many holes, drive as many backhoes and
pound on all the metal they desire. They
can work from three in the morning if they
want —:: nobody will care.
But for now, as we studious Colby matriculates inhabit the campus, it is more
than fair for us to demand that the work be
limited to times when the majority of students are not still asleep. So, if you live in
one of the affected dorms, call the administration. Tell them you are tired of the 6
a.m. explosions and that you demand that
construction be held off until the conclusion of quiet hours. Only then can we approach a Utopian society where everyone
is living in harmony.?

Mary Lar ios '00
"I like to coun t dead worm s on

the sidewalk."

Doug Heffer '00

"Making a blanket fort in my
dorm room."
Echo photos by J ennifer Ahoood
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Alumni giving is up by 10 percent from a decade ago, but the
"College is still 51st in alumni contributions,according to U.S. News
a nd World Report's annual ranking.
Colby has not entirely met its
goals for diversity of the student
body. For the first time, the majority of students in the Class of 2000
come from outside of New England. However, minorities still
count for only 12 percent of the
student population, falling short
of the 20 percent goal. Twelve percent is, however, a significant increase over 1980 when, according
to Cotter, only 2 percent of students were from minority backgrounds, or in 1990, when the percentage was only eight.
During the brief quesbon-andanswer period following the addresses, a student questioned
whether the target of 20 percent
minority students was in fact a
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COLLEGE, continued f romp ag e1

form of affirmative action that he
felt had no place at the College. The
debate became slightly heated, although allwhospokeremained relatively composed. Cotter countered
the student's claim by explaining
that Colby attempts to build a diverse class of students and gives
preferential treatment to students
in many areas, such as children of
alumni and applicants from Maine.
Woodfork responded to the
question on affirmative action,
saying that the system in place is
not a quot a system, and that he
felt it not wrong for an admissions board to pick a student from
a disadvantaged group, provided
they were equally qualified. He
reiterated the fact that we need
to learn from each other's commonalties and differences.
The exchange about diversity
between the student and Cotter coincided with Woodfork's speech

BUNCHE, continued from page 1

about looking beyond the stereotypes and images of people and
instead listening to what they are
really saying.
"I question whether we are really listening," said Woodfork in
his speech. He urged the student
body to continue heated discussions outside of the classroom and
to open up with friends to find out
their opinions and how they perceive issues. "We have a lot to
learn from each other... weneed to
ask questions and hear what
people are really saying," said
Woodfork.
Asking questions defies the
dominant
opinion,
said
Woodfork. He interspersed his
pleas for open discourse with personal stories relating to the issues.
The response to Woodfork's
speech wasoverwhelmingly positive, from both students and faculty alike.Q

"I've had a triple bypass, I'm as
States is the author of The Substance
of Things Hoped For: AMemoir of an old as dirt, but I'm going be here for
African-America n Faith . He has the third millennium," he said. Acserved under Presidents Kennedy cording to Proctor,he is glad that he
and Johnson as associate director was not around for the first millenof the Peace Corps, was a speech nium, as this was a time when there
writer for the 1968 presidential was "no middle class, only the rich
campaign of Hubert Humphrey were educated and women were
and is currently a professor emeri- treated like property." He also extus at Rutgers University in New plained that despite great advances
such as the Industrial Revolution or
Jersey.
Addressing the crowd, Proctor the emergence of great universities,
expressed his excitement over the the second millennium also carried
idea that this year's class of incom- with it many negative aspects,such
ing Colby students will be the first as colonialism.
"Colonialism [was] where one
class to graduate in the opening of
third pf the population owned the
the third millennium.

other two thirds," he said. However, as he addressed his audience,Proctor spoke words of hope
to current Bunche scholars .
"The third rrullenniumisyours
- you have the opportunity to
undo what has happened before
you."Proctor also stressed the importance of learning "to appreciate the human family as one."The
struggle many African Americans
face today is not over yet, he feels,
and itis the job of the third millennium to straighten it all out. "This
is the challenge for the third millennium and for you," said
Proctor.Q

didn't get distracted when they
were down and decided they really wanted it."
The Mules traveled to Wheaton
on Saturday, still riding the high
on the previous day's match. The
top two doubles teams won their
matches, but Sweeney and Hayes
at number three dropped theirs,84. The Mules led 2-1 going into the
singles matches.
With the same lineup as Friday,
Cheah led the Mules in the top spot
as she won her match 6-2, 6-0.
"Kim was truly impressive,"
said Silbersher. "She played some-

tips from Anderson and Tyng, both
of whomhad faced Brenner's opponent in previous tournaments.
At the five and six spots,Sweeney
and Hayes dropped their matches,
with Sweeney losing in three sets.
Cammack won her exhibition match
at number seven singles.
"I have a very good feeling about
the team," said Silbersher. "They are
working hard and understand the
work ethic that is involved."
The Mules travel to Massachusetts this weekend to face MIT and
Tufts. The next home match will be
on September 28 against Amherst.Q

TENNIS , continued from page 15

one who put ho pace on the ball,but
who was very steady. Kim enforced
her own game and created her own
pace."
Anderson, fighting shin splints
again, toasted her opponent, 6-0,61.Tyng steamrolled over her adversary, completing a double-bagel, 60, 6-0. Brenner, at the four spot, was
"most impressive," according to
Silbersher.
"Erin dropped the first set 6-2,
but never got down on herself. She
worked every point and took the
final two sets 6-4, 6-0." Before the
matchbegan,Brenner received some

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS! Over $6 Billion
in public and private sector grants & schorarships
is now available. All students are eligible. Let
us help. For more info , call: 1-800-263-6495
ext. F50693

SPRING BREAK '97-SELL TRIPS, EARN
CASH, & GO FREE. STS is hiring CAMPUS
REPS/GROUP ORGANIZERS to promote trips
to Cancun,Jamaica,and Florida. Call 800-6484849 for information on joining America's #1 Student Tour Operator.

CRUISE SHIPS HIRING - Travel the world while
earning an excellent income in the Cruise Ship
& Land-Tour Industry. Seasonal & full-time employment available. No exp necessary. For info
call 1-206-971-3550 ext. C50694

Babysitte r Wanted — 2 days a week 2:304:30 for a 5+6 yr. old child. Must have transportation. Good salary. Call 873-0395.
Word Perfe ct Secretarial Service , 3 China
Road,Winslow, ME offers typing/word processing on laser quality printing at reasonable rates.
Will do term papers, theses, etc. Call Gloria
Veilleux at 872-5031 any time.
***FREE TRIPS & CASH***
Find out how hundreds of student
representitives are already earning FREE
TRIPS and LOTS OF CASH with America 's
#i Spring Break company! Sell only 15 trips
and travel freel Cancun,Bahamas, Mazatlan,
Jamaica or Florida! CAMPUS MANAGER POSITIONS ALSO AVAILABLE. Call Nowl TAKE
A BREAK STUDENT TRAVEL (800) 90BREAK!

whoro now rochmomi and old-f ashonod Sarca sm moor
BY DANIEL DEITQI
Online Editor

Another year has arrived at
Colby. There are new computers
everywhere, new freshmen everywhere,yet the question still remains.
What do we do with them? The
answer is simple — plug 'em in!
Campus upperclassmen know the
type of stuff thaf s out there on the
web, but these poor unfortunate
souls, freshmen, don't have a clue
what they're missing.
Formoseinmeknow,fantasticstuff
awaits discovery out there. Now don't
getmewrongI'mnottalkingaboutthe
Harvard Law Research home page, or
the Definitive Guide to Needlepoint
homepage.Think alongthe linesof the
Oracle's Humor Archives <http://
www.synapse.net/~oracle/Contents/
HumorArch.html> and other such
pages.
Whatexactly is Oracle'swisdom?
Everyone knows about the pesky email lists that people send to 35 of
their closest friends. We've all gotten them — 120 Ways to Piss Off
Your Roommate, Possible Slogans
for National Condom Week, etc.
Most people just mutter under their
breath, "ugh... not another one!" and
delete them. Well, the Oracle disagrees with that. He sees the wisJHlHM
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dom in these lists and has saved,
especially for you and your closest
friends, almost each and every one
of those sidesplitting compilations.
Ifsapretty safebetthat if it hasbeen
e-mailed around and annoyed
people, the Oracle has saved it just
for you.
Now, if your humor quota isn't
sated after a few stupid lists, then
there is a side of the web that is
tailored just for you. Welcome to
stupid pages,pages with no apparent purpose. Yes thaf s right, the
pages that people make to showcase their special abilities in pig raising, their unique views on marshmallow Peeps and more. These
people feel that they are performing
a service to society by promoting
their love in life. More than anything else,these sites provide a briefyet-satisfying moment of humor to
our mundane Colby existence.
And so there you have it folks,
the web can be fun and, in rare
cases, even educational. Run to
your nearest search engine
<http://yahoo.com/> as soon as
you can and tell it you want pigs,
Peeps ,
porpoises , ^pens ,
popcicles, pears, pets, penguins,
pineapp les, p ickles and maybe
even Pamelas.Q
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TOM DOOLEY, continued frompage 5

leavingmefeelingasthoughlwould
pay for one or two songs badly contorted into seven.
If the songs all just sounded the
same that would not justify calling
this one of the worst things I have

heard in a long time. What does
justify this lambasting is the degree
to which Haze sounds the same,
exactly the same. I continually
looked at the player,just to be sure.
The EP promised five entirely remade versions of the song "Tom
Dooley," and while the one version
that it does offer is not terrible, the
fact that an entire EP is based on it
does not escape harsh criticism. Sitting and listening to a boring bass
and a singer occasionally utter 'Tom
Dooley"(the only words understandable in the last fivesongs) does
not constitute bold experiment, it
constitutes head splitting dullness.Q
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.TOKAS ' SPECIAL S
Various close-out beers

22 oz- bottles cases

NOW R99
12 oz. bottles cases

¦ .
NOW 9" ~
half kegs
AS
Sam Adams Scotch Ale
^ 1059S"
NOW 61" ++
Oldenb erg
s Wheat

f Z Sj S sf lhl ^fOpen
t Sun .-Wed. until 9 p.m., Thurs. until
midnight
^ p.m., Fri. & Sat. until
JIB?®!'
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now h ave the largest selection

domestic and
import beers in Central Maine

873-6228

JOKAS'DISCOUNT BEVERAGES
SSrSffllE
52 Front St., Waterville, ME
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TRAINSPOTTING continued f r om page 8 -WMN'S SOCCER,
pointofview.Thecolorsinthe film portraying drug addiction and does

match themoods of the characters,so
in one scene they are dirty and dull
and then in the next you're looking at
a bright turquoise scenario.
Themusicinthefilm adds ahaunting tone to the film. It has a beat that
pulsates makesyourheartpound,asif
youweremeoneshootingup,making
meadrenalinerushthroughyourbody.
This movie does an excellent job

not glorify heroin in any way, but
rather showsboth theups and downs
as only a black comedy can. It even
shows the hell you go through when
you quit.Despitethe subject matter,it
is a very responsible look at life,creating a much more realistic environment than Kidsdid. If you are looking
foranunforgettablefilm,"chooseyour
future," and see Trainspotting.^!

SMALLFACES, continued f r o mpage 9
ful. But when the gang beats up
one of Alan and Lex's friends , Lex
decides to side with the Tongs,
and contributes to a traged y
which affects everybody around
him. Thus, Lex is faced with the
awful truth that his actions do
have weight and cause consequences beyond his initial understanding. Small Faces profiles the
metamorphosis of boy to adult,
complete with its harsh realities.
Cleverly woven into this main
story are several sub-plots, all of
which contribute in some way to
the overall reality and completeness of the film. Alan finds himself thrust into a love affair with
Joanne (Laura Fraser), the girlfriend of the Tong's leader, and
this relationship infuriates both
the Tongs and, to some extent,
Bobby. Also well placed is the
role of the brothers' mother ,
played by Clare Higgins, a working class single parent who must
fight hard to keep the hearts and
souls of her three boys safe in an

unsafe place, with only limited
success. Both of these relationships fit neatly but neither feels
forced, and their roles remind us
that the world does not lack all
soul, just that sometimes it's hidden in the background.
Inevitably, Small Faces will
come into comparison with the
other high profile Scottish film in
release right now, Trainspotting.
Although the films share some
common themes, such as the role
of the urban youth in relation to
his surroundings, and one actor
(McKidd), Small Faces focuses on
simple storytelling and lacks
much of the stylized energy of
Trainspotting. What Small Faces
lacks in style it accounts for in grit
and sincerity .
Small Faces is playing at Railroad Square Cinema from Friday,
September 20 to Thursday October 3. It is in English, and has won
several awards, most notably the
top prize at the Edinburgh Film
Festival. ?

Duringthe win over Norwich,the
changes that Head Coach Jennifer
Holsten and Assistant Coach David
Za2zarohadimplementedbecameevident. Movingformer midfielderJenna
DeSimone'98 to sweeper has clearly
paid dividends thus far as the Mules
have yet to allow a goal this season.
ThisweekColbyhitstheroad,playing at Clark Universityon Thursday
and traveling to face NESCAC rival
TufteUniversityonSaturday.Thejumbos opened up their season with a
victory against Connecticut College.
"Some tough teams we've never
played before havebeen added to our
schedule this year," said Lawrence.
"I'm excited to see how we'll do with
better conditions."
Zazzaro has also been pleased
with the team'splay thus far. "We've
got a lot of talent," said Zazzaro. "If s
kind of like Noah's Arc: there seems
to be two of everything. But some
questions still need to be answered.
There are a lot of people playing new
positions."
Zazzaro also warned the team not
to become too cockyasa resultof their
early success. "We've had comfortable leads at each half-time," said
Zazzaro. "We need to be tested."
Although it may take a while to
clean the mud from the Mules' uniforms, the first weekend of the 1996
season was a sweet one. If the team
continues to grow and develop even
better chemistry,Colby couldbenear,
if not atop all of NESCAC come tournament time.Q

Coming to you this weekend...
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Mariachi band

Don't miss
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two-time PEN/Faulkner award
Winner
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—I-PLAY
, continued fro mpage 81
with its reputation as low as it is,
I-PLAY doesn't seem to be in the
position to be making demands.
So I suggest one more improvement. If a student participates in 75 percent of all I-PLAY
events in a semester they should
earn one wellness credit. There
is no better incentive to play than
a chance at clearing a distribution requirement. Does it violate
the principle of the program? No,
it does not. Nor does it violate
the principle of the wellness requirement. Why should playing
I-PLAY ice hockey not be worth
the same as taking an ice skating
class? There is no reason. So kill
two birds with one stone, so to
speak. I-PLAY would now become a fun and convenient way
to fulfill the wellness credit and
the wellness incentive would
save a program that deserves to
flourish.?

be a better answer to this problem than the open teams. Some of
the open teams frankly take the
games a wee bit too seriously.
Dorm leagues tend to be more
forgiving.
This year we have two added
incentives for fielding a team, the
new Olympic format and the
three point deductions for forfeiting. Under this system, it is
better to lose and gain no points,
than forfeit and lose three. The
Olympic format also adds a little
more excitement to the competition and makes every sport count,
demanding constant participation, not one game a month.
So it looks like this could be
the best year of I-PLAY ever at
Colby, with the exception of one
problem. All these improvements
don't mean anything to someone
who just doesn't give a damn
about I-PLAY to begin with, and

inw€>...

-ANONYMOUS , continued fro mpage 9

drink more responsibly and that it is somewhat ridiculous for us to
assume that,even though many students are under 21,they still assume
that it is their right, as college students, to become inebriated at any
whim.
We all have our faults,but one important factor we must all take into
consideration when criticized is where the criticism is coming from.
Since I do not know who "A Concerned Student" is, I cannot take the
letter seriously and no one else can have the privilege to learn from it.
It is important for us all to stand up for what we believe in, because we
have that right as American citizens. Joe Klein lost much credibility as
a columnist by disinheriting his work. I wonder if the same can be said
for our "Concerned Student."Q

LAST UNICORN, continued from page 6
10 p.m.) and include tortellini
with mushroom and cream sauce,
fresh broiled fish,chicken breast and
filet mignon (dinner only).If salad is
more your style, chose from Avocado, Spinach, Chef, Vegetarian,
Greek and Mexican.

Still haven't found what you're
Prices are not as bad as they
looking for? The sandwiches (roast could be. The soups and sandwiches
beef, chicken dagwood, hummus, are the real bargains — less than $5
Cajun chicken pocket,vegetarian...) for most sandwiches and $3 for a
are served on wooden boards with bowl of soup. Salads are good sized
plenty of chips, and three soups are and are under $6.
usually offered as specials.
Entrees will set you back a few

bucks, and some specials head up to $10.
Move on to dessert and coffee ,
toward the $20 mark — however,
enjoy
the complementary Andes
not only are they worth every last
penny, it's rare to leave the Last candy as you pay your bill/ and
Unicorn without a doggy bag. Also, you've just shown your dinner
burgers are less than $5 and menu guests just how marvelous dining
entrees are all under $15,most closer in Waterville can be. Q
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—- MATSON, continued from page 16

all that bad. I've always had a
good feeling of team. In practice, a
team needs players that are going to
make other players better. Even
though I wasn't starting, I could
make other people better on the
practicefield. We allmakeeach other
better."
During the 1995 season,Matson,
then a junior, was arguably the top
quarterback in the New England
Small College Athletic Conference.
He completed 99 of 168 pass attempts for a total of 1,199 yards and
six touchdowns for the 5-3 White
Mules. His completion percentage
of 59 percent was the best in
NESCAC to go along with a QB
efficiencyrating that ranked second
in the conference.
However, Matson s junior campaign cameto a bitter end in Colby's
season ending loss to the Bowdoin
Polar Bears when he sustained a
game-endingknee injury in the first
quarter. As a result of the loss of
their quarterback, the Mules were
shut out on the season's final weekend.

"It was tough/' said Matson. "I
promised the guys that I'd never
leave them so it was tough to go
through (the injury) and not be able
to do anything about it.
"But it was a huge motivation
for this season. I worked harder in
the off-season to get stronger so I
can stay healthy. I want to bring as
much as I can so that everyone can
win. We're all going to do it together."
Matson'sathleticprowessisobvious considering his solid frame and
32 inch vertical leap. Still, these are
not theattributesthat havemade him
the superior field general that he is.
Talking to the man reveals his cool,
confident and collected demeanor. "I
try to play beyond myself," he said.
"When I go out there, I want to be
better than an NFL quarterback. You
can't limit yourself - in all aspects of
play and life."
P.J.Matson has endured pain. He
handles the pressure. He is an exceptional athlete. He performs. He is the
quarterback that will beasked to lead
the White Mules to the topin 1996.Q
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Money in the bank
BY GALEN CARR
Sports Editor

Students pay $27,900 a year to
attend Colby College. That averages out to a little over $1,000 for
each week we are here to attend
classes. Wow. A lot of money,huh?
For those of you that were not
aware of this, in addition to the
$27,900 we pay for things like email in every room on campus,
"family salads" at Bob's, even a
brand new field hockey field that
was built wrong, varsity athletes
still have to make additional financial contributions to Colby if they
want to be part of a team. For example,due to seemingly permanent
inclement Maine weather, it is necessary for spring teams to take a trip
to the southern part of the country
during spring break in order to get
an early start on their spring seasons which start at the beginning of
second semester.
Therefore, until this year, each
athlete that traveled south with a
team had to (1) pay $300 towards
airfare and hotel accommodations,
(2) work countless hours at concession stands at other Colby athletic
events in order to raise money for
the trip, and (3) sell about $200 worth
of Colby sports apparel and raffle
tickets that are notoriously difficult
to sell, even at bargain basement
prices. It should be noted that if the
athlete was not able to sell the $200
or so worth of apparel, they were
required to make up the difference
to Colby out of their own pocket.

Thus,countless athletes wereworking all kinds of extra hours for the
privilege of paying anywhere from
$300 to $500 to be part of a team.
Well, jusf recently the college
changed all this, if only slightly. Instead of having to go through the fall
ritual of selling hot dogs, popcorn
and soda at every football , hockey
and basketball game;instead of having to sell eightpairs of shorts, three
sweatshirts,threeseat cushions (seat
cushions?!) and 100 raffle tickets for
a raffle that never really seemed to
take place,all one has to do now to go
on their spring trip to represent their
school in another part of the country
is to pay $300. 1know, try to contain
yourself. Oh, I almost forgot - athletes on their spring trips willnowbe
supplied with three meals a day.
Please, remain calm. 1 know, if s
amazmg.
Okay, slightly cutting down the
cost for students means we're heading in the right direction, buf still,
don't you think thecollegecould do a
little more? Call me crazy, but one
would think that with all the money
floatingaround here from grants,gifts,
etc.,that the peoplerunning thisplace
could come up with some way to
milk $300 from somewhere (uh,
Harold Alfond) to cover this extra
cost for athletesthat are already paying Colby $27,900. Maybe their reasoning is that we would rather have
such necessities as MooseNet (you
don't watch it either?) and "coffee
bars."
When I first heard the news of the
reduction,I breathed a small sigh of

relief. Even though all athletes (except members of the men's basketball team), are still required to pay
$300 to travel with their team to
some place far away, just paying
$300 is better than having to pay
$300 and (1) pay for all the stuff you
didn't sell, (2) flip burgers in the
rain every Saturday afternoon , (3)
try to convince people that they really do look good in the stuff you're
trying to sell them and (4) explain to
people that the raffle did take place
even though you have no idea when
it did,where it did, if it did, or who
won the damn thing.
So, $300 is now the bottom line.
Hey, the college is trying to do
the best it can to look like its not
really just sucking money out of
our pockets for stuff like new cereal dispensers. It is actually making a concerted effort to make the
lives of athletes a little easier, as it
should be doing. Hey, being part
of a team isn't free, even though it
should be, but now at least athletes can feel like they're only
spending $300 more than they
should be instead of spending $300
and all kinds of hours honing their
salesmanship skills while subsequently paying for it when they
realized they hadn't honed them
enough.
We pay an incredible amount
of money to attend Colby. The college has taken a step in the right
direction in reducing the cost for
athletes to perform. Unfortunately,
that step is not yet quite big
enough.Q
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Who can offer college graduates solid work
experience,management opportunities,travel
to exotic places and the opportunity to make a
difference in the world?
The Peace Corps. Unlike some of
your other j ob prospects.Peace
Corps has 3,750 openings available
and with numbers like that there
is more than enough opportunity
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To learn more about how Peace
Corps will put yoxxt knowledge
and skills to work, visit us on
campus at the location(s) below or
visit our web site at
http://www.peacecorps.gov .
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INFO TABLES;

SEPTEMBER 23 & 24
STUDENT CENTER LOBBY
INFO MEETING : SEPTEMBER 23,7:00 PM
ROBERT UNION
INTERVIEWS:
SEPTEMBER 23, 9AM - 4PM
OFFICE OF CAREER SERVICES

PEACE CORPS. THE TOUGHEST JOB
YOU'LL EVER LOVE!

Echo p hoto by J ennifer Atxoood

Kim Cheah '99

Cheah, the top player for the 2-0 women's tennis team, led the Mules
to victory twice this past weekend as she swept her singles matches on
Friday and Saturday as Colby defeated Middlebury and Wheaton,
respectively, On Friday, Cheah lost the first set of her singles match, 75, but battled back to take the next two sets, 6-2, 6-3 and subsequently
the match, which clinched the meet for the Mules. On Saturday, Cheah,
who ha ils f rom Malay sia, overwhelm ed h er opponent in stra ight sets,
6-2, 6-0 while giving Colby its second victory of the season.Q

Women's volleyball aims
for post season again
BY PAT MCBRIDE
Asst. Sports Editor

The Colby women's volleyball team, coached by dual Head
Coaches Candice and Mark Parent, enjoyed one of their finest
seasons ever last year, earning
the first ECAC tournament birth
in team history as the sixth seed.
The Mules amassed a 27-16 overall record and a second-place finish in the NESCAC Tournament,
but suffered a season-ending
opening round loss to Smith College in the ECAC's.
Most of last year's key players are back for the 1996 season
and the prospects look good for
another run at an ECAC tournament berth .
"We have a strong core of
returning players combined
with fresh new talent," said
Candice Parent. "We need to
concentrate on getting focused
and being intense all the time."
Leading that intensity this
season will be senior co-captains
Caroline Ketchum and Anna Thompson. Last season, Ketchum
battled a knee injury while Thompson came into her own, earning a second team All-NESCAC

honors last season.
"[Ketchum and Thompson]
will be our primary passers and
offensive weapons," said Parent. "iThompson] will be taking over at outside hitter while
play ing middle hitter last season."
Also key to the Lad y Mules'
success this season will be Jackie
Bates '98, who was a f irst-team
All-NESCAC selection , a year
ago. She will be counted on for
setting and outside hitting.
Julie Lynch, who is in her
final semester, will provide key
help in the middle, according to
Parent. Lynch is an athletic,
quick leaper who will provide
valuable playing time for Colby.
A pleasant surprise this season
has been the play of Missy
Fiebelkorn '00, who will start
for the White Mules at setter.
"We played a really competitive schedule last season and
we will do so again this season ," said Parent. "Our
strengths will be our offensive
power and defensively we will
be strong again this year."
Colby opened their season
last ni ght, taking on Bowdoin
College.Q

Crew sports new look - high hopes
BY BEN LESTER

Contributing Writer
With a new look to their boats
and withthe new Head CoachMark
Davis, the Colby men's and
women's crew teams look to improve on a successful campaign last
spring and set a strong precedent
for the future .
The men will be paced by the
return of Captain ScottShire '98,Stu
Wilson '98 and Guy Hughes '99.
Shire, Wilson and Hughes will anchor the eight man Varsity boat
while nine other rowers return from
a squad which consistently placed
in the middle of NESCAC last
spring. Though injury and graduation has taken its toll on the men's
team over the past year, strongman
Wilson remains optimistic.
"We lost several guys from the
junior class who would have contributed a lot to what we already
have. But we think our boat right
now is going to row well, and we
hope to establish ourselves as we,
head into the spring season."
The men will be chasing perennial leaders Williams, Wesleyan,
and Trinity as they try to assert themselves as a NESCAC power.
The women are looking for even
more this fall as they return a dozen
rowers from a boat that exceeded
expectations last spring. Their ultimate quest this fall is simple: to

place as high as possible at the prestigious Head of the Charles race in
Boston on October 20. The women
are led by experienced captains
Sandra DuBarry '99 and Robyn
Snapp '97, a well as junior Sarah
Kramers,but insist that their efforts
will have to be unified in order to
place well.
"We don't need individuals efforts on this team. We need every
woman to work at the same level,"
said Snapp.
The women will battle strong
squads from Bates, Trinity, and
Wesleyan for superiority in the
NESCAC this fall.
Life in the Colby crew program
seems to be improving. Both the
men'sand women'steamshavebenefited from some fresh bodies this
fall as they have enlisted nearly 35
freshmen rowers.
"We wanted to really make rowing a popular sport and get as many
people involved as possible," said
Snapp. "So far we have done an
outstanding job, and the freshmen
look extremely promising."
New rowers will be a key this
fall, but the most important new
face in the program seems to be that
of Davis. A standout rower at
Hobart-William Smith College,
Davis coached briefly at his alma
mater before leaving to guide the
rowers at the University of North
Carolina at Chapel Hill. He comes

to Colby with experience, knowledge, and a desire to be a coach on
and off the water.
"He is a technically superior
coach," said Wilson, "and I think
we're going to be very successful
with him- But what impresses me
most about him is that he makes
every effort to allow us to be students first and athletes second. He
knows what its like to be a small
college student in an intense academic environment and herelates to
us extremely well."
"He is a cool guy and an excellent
coach," said Kramers. "I think he is
going to make Colby crew better and
better each season."
As for Davis, he just seems to be
enjoying the ride.
'Things are going super. I am
excited to be here among all this
wonderful spirit and willingness to
work. We are going to strive for improvement this fall, try to increase
the size of our program, and get
ready for what should be a memorable spring season."
Both the men and women open
their season on Sunday, October 6,in
Lowell, Mass. at the Textile Regatta.
The three mile race should be a valuable gauge with which to measure
the success of the new look program.
Experience and youth will all pull
their weight equally, and with Davis
there to steer,the crew program could
prove that they are for real.Q

Men s soccer submits strong showing
BY RYAN MAYHUGH
Staff Writer

was much more encouraging than
last year," said Serdjenian.
The rain that fell throughout
the Middlebury game continued
overnight, making the team's contest against Norwich the following
day an interesting one.
Areas of standing water on the
play ing field slowed the game
down,makingball movement more
difficult. Nevertheless, the Mules
found the back of the net twice in
the first half en route to a 2-0 triumph.

The Colby men's soccer team
left its opening weekend with a 1-1
record, confidence stemming fro m
two strong performances, and a box
full of muddy cleats.
Coming off a disappointing 6-8
season in 1995, the Mules squared
off
against
powerhouse
Middlebury College (ranked second in New England) in their season opener. With only 37 seconds
left in regulation, Colby 's defense
had trouble clearing the ball from
their zone and the Panthers scored
the first and only goal of the game,
handing Colby a heartbreaking 1-0
loss.
"I thought Middlebury was really dangerous, and I thought our
backs played really good individual
defense," said Head Coach Mark
Serdjenian. "I think it was encouraging because the first game is always a mystery. I think we all felt
we could be better than last year."
The two teams met in Vermont
a year ago and played to the same
1-0 outcome. While Colby struggled
in the first seven minutes of this
year 's contest, the team rebounded
to create several scoring chances
Echo p hoto by J ennif er Ahoood
and stay with their opponents until
Andrew Wnek 9
' 9 brings this
the final minute.
"If a loss can be encouraging, it Middleburyplayer to tlie ground.
interceptions last season. Beedy
has been hampered by a sore hamstring but will be ready for Saturday. Tlie linebacking corps will also
be strong, led by An d y Drude '98
(team-leading 109 tackles) and Jon
Parker '97, who recorded 59 tackles
and 25 sacks. Aaron Whitmore '99,
who saw spot time last season, will
start at the other linebacking spot.
Round i ng out the defens ive
backfield are senior comers Mark
Sinclair an d Craig Pochini. Dave
Nasse '99willstart at the other safety
position, opposite Beedv.

Ross McEwen '99 was tripped
from behind in the penalty box and
scored on the ensuing penalty kick
to give the Mules their first goal of
the year. Ben Waterhouse '99 scored
later in the half on assists from Jeff
Boyer '00 and Matt Williams '99 to
close out the scoring. The poor field
conditions prevented the score
from being more lopsided,
"You couldn't really control the
ball," said co-captain Brian
Dowling '97. "If the field had been
in better condition the score would
have been higher."
"I thought we played well considering the conditions," said
Serdjenian. "We created a lot of
dangerous chances."
The team is young, with only
five seniors and three juniors on
the 18 man roster. Two keys to the
solid play of the defense on the
weekend were stopper Matt
Sawatzk y '99 and sweeper Matt
Williams '99, who have "really solidified us centrally in the back,"
according to Serdjenian.
After taking on in state rival
UNE on Tuesday, the Mules will
travel down to Tufts on Saturday
for yet another tough NESCAC
match. The Jumbos, who started
the season ranked tenth in New
England, edged Colby 2-1 when
the teams met last fall.Q

E.J. Anderson '97
Anderson, the top player on the golf team, shot a 79 to lead
the Mules to victory in the Thomas College Invitational last
week at the Samoset Golf Club in Rockland, Maine. Anderson,
from Falmouth, Maine, finished third overall, just two strokes
out of first place, pr opellingColby to a first place finish overall,
ahead of the likes of Bates, Bowdoin, Thomas, UMF, UNE,
Merrimack, Husson.

Diane Linenbroker '00
Linenbroker, a forward on the women's field hockey team,
scored twice in the Mules' 34 victory over Wheaton,their first
of the season. Linenbroker, from Hyde Park, N,Y., scored the
go-ahead goal and added the insurance score for Colby as the
Mules secured their first victory of the season on Saturday.

Kim Waldron '99
Waldron, a midfielder on the women's soccer team, helped
carry the Mules to wins over Middlebury and Norwich in their
first two games of th«s season. Waldron, from Norwell/ lMass.,
tallied two assists 4nd a goal over the weekend, her score
coming in a 5*0 rout o'f Norwich and putting the Mules at 2-0
overall this season.

-FOOTBALL, continued from page 16

Thedefensivelincgraduated three
seniors, but will again be strong for
Colby. Tri-captain Jon Ginn '97 is the
only return ing starter, but will receive help from tackles Clay Surovek
'98 an d Dave Shivas '98, and defensive end Ben'Johnston '98.
" "(Ginn) played well Saturday,"
said Austin. "He was t echnically
sound and really stood out."
Colby opens up their season this
Saturday on the road a t Williams
College. Williams is a top team in
New England and should prove lobe
a formidable opponent.

"We will be successful if we focus on ourselves and play totally
prepared mentally," said Austin.
"We will need to be at our best and
play detailed football. Both teams
are 0-0 and we can't get caught up in
the Williams pedigree. We are different teamswimdifferentstrtictures
but we are both solid.
"Our strengths this year will be
our offensive maturity and the play
of our offensiveand defensive lines,"
said Austin. "Tlie senior leadership
will also be strong and it should help
iis down the road."Q

Oct Fresh!
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Golf team shocks field,
wins t ournamen t
BY RYAN MAYHUGH
Staff Writer

Many athletic teams On campus were annoyed at the miserable weather of this past weekend, but it is safe to say that no
team was affected as much as the
Colby golf team.
Due to all the rain, the Mules
were only able to meet once for
practice,and even then they could
only get in nine holes before showers forced them off the course.
Practice would have to wait, and
the team traveled down to
Rockland, Maine this past Saturday to participate in the Thomas
College Invitational.
Having little else to go on,
Head Coach Jim Tortorella picked
the five members of the team who
would compete (only the top four
are figured in the scoring) based
upon their scores from the pervious day's practice. The team went
down to Rockland with small expectations, according to E.J.
Anderson '97.
The Mules shocked the seven
other schools in the tourney, as
well as themselves, by bringing
home the championship. Included
in the field were CBB rivals Bates
and Bowdoin,host Thomas,UMF,
UNE, Merrimack and Husson.
The tournament was played at
the SamosetCountry Club, which
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Staff Writer

The women'stennis team started
off their season with flying colors
last weekend, winning their first
two matches on back-to-back days.
The Mules defeated two formidable
teams from Middlebury and
Wheaton, both by the score of 6-3.
On Friday, the Mules opened
the 1996 season with a home match
versus the Panthers in the
fieldhouse. "We didn't know what
to expect and I think we were a bit
nervous going into our first match,"
said Jessie Anderson '98.
Yet if the Mules were nervous,
they certainly didn't show it as they
came out of the gates fired up.Colby
swept all three doubles matches in
dramatic fashion. The number two
doubles team of Anderson and
Heidi Tyng '99 was down 7-4 in
their eight game pro-set match.
However, the pair battled back to
take the match 9-8, winning the tie
breaker 7-0. Captain Erin Brenner
'97 and Kim Cheah '99, playing in
the top doubles spot, breezed
through their match, winning 8-2.
Also,the number three doubles team
of Lindsay Hayes '99 and Sarah
Sweeney '00 won by a score of 8-6.
Going into the singles matches
up 3-0, the Mules knew they only
needed to win two matches to win
the contest overall. Cheah, playing
as Colby's top seed, dropped her
first set, 7-5. However, after that,
Cheah was "an intelligent fighter
and attacked by coming to net," ac-
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Behind am city

Top seed Kim Cheah '99 won her Middlebury match 8-2.
cording to Head Coach Erica tured the number six player, LindSilbersher. Cheah took the final two say Hayes '99, who was playing in
sets and subsequently the match,6- her first collegiate singles match as
2,6-3.
well. It was a "heart stopper," acAnderson, playing in the num- cording to Silbersher. The match
ber two spot, had been hampered went late into the evening, with
by shin splints, but was ready to Hayes winning in a third set tie
play. She dusted her opponent, breaker 13-11.
Middlebury's top player from a year
In the exhibition matches, Anne
ago, 6-2,6-2. Tyng, playing at num- Cammack '99 and Amy Sokotch '99
ber three and Brenner at number dropped their doubles match. The
four both dropped their matches. Mules' number nine player, Erica
Sweeney, in the fifth spot and play- Montgoris '99, was out with a haming in. her first collegiate singles string injury , but traveled with the
match was "fired up and had a very team and was a "trooper," accordpositive attitude," said Silbersher. ing to Silbersher. "The team worked
However she was overcome, 6-4,6- incredibl y
hard
against
2 at the hands of a solid opponent. Middlebury,"said Silbersher. "They
The final match of the day fea- See TENNIS on page 10

BY GALEN CARR
Sports Editor
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Field hockey splashes to a split
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BY JOEL GROSSBARD

is one of the nicest courses in the
United States, according to Golf
Digest. Based on their scores, the
Colby competitors would have to
agree.
Anderson, who returns this
season after spending last fall in
Australia, shot a 79 to lead the
team. His score tied him for third
place among the individual participants. USM's Matt Sweet won
the title by shooting a 77.
Colby's number two player,
sophomore Ben O'Connell, was
close behind Anderson, finishing
the day with an 80. Number three
Scott Williams '98 shot an 84 and
freshman Bobby Caron, who was
in the number four slot, played
well in his first college tournament,finishing with an 83. George
Kennedy '97 competed as Colby's
number five competitor.
With almost no time to prepare,the victory against such good
competition came as a pleasant
surprise to Tortorella and the
team, according to Anderson. Included in the triumph were victories over arch rivals Bates and
Bowdoin,which may make Colby
the favorite to win the CBB later
in the fall.
The Mules will continue tryouts (weather permitting) in the
week ahead and will resume competition on Sunday at the Bowdoin
Invitational.Q
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Women's tennis sweeps Middlebury, Wheaton
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The field hockey team began
their season in strong fashion this
past weekend,earning a split of their
two games at home versus
Middlebury and Wheaton. On Friday, the Mules succumbed to the
Panthers, 4-3, but came back to
trounce Wheaton on Saturday, 3-1,
putting them at 1-1 for the season.
Conditions for the two games
could not have been worse as the
rain came in torrents throughout
both days,creating slow, soggy conditions. In addition to the poor field
conditions, the Mules were forced
to play both contests on the men's
soccer field as their brand new field
was recently deemed not playable
due to drainage problems.
As if the poor weather was not
challenging enough, the Mules had
only practiced together as a team
with their complete roster four times
prior to their season opener. Unable
to use their new field , game times
for both Friday and Saturday were
pushed up, throwing Colby'spreparation off kilter.
On Friday, the Mules and Panthers played to a 2-2 half-time tie.
How ever , Middlebury came out of
the gates strong in the secon d half ,
scoring two quick goals to boost the
lead to 4-2. Yet Colby could only
muster one goal in return as they
fell, 4-3. Tri-captain Betsy Metcalf
'98 scored two goals while Robynne
DeCapr io '00 added a goal and an
assist. Christy Browning '99 also
chipped in with an assist.
Considering it was our opening game and we had on ly had four
pract ices w ith our fr eshmen pr ior to
that, Ithink we playe d pre t ty wel l,"
said Head Coach Heidi Godomsky.
On Saturday, prepared to play
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Echo photo by facl yn Rollins

Captain Katie Taylor '98 , (in white) attempts to drive past a
teammate during p ra ctice
Ka ti e Tay l or '98 scored the
in poor cond itions , the Mules came
ou t w ith a new look ,changing their Mules' first goal on a penalty stroke
offensive set from a balanced 3-3-1 and assisted on the Mules' second
to a forward-loaded 4-2-1. The goal , netted by Diane Linenbroker
change produced positive results as '00. Linenbroker scored the third
the Mules dominated on both ends goal as well on an assist from Maura
en route to a 3-1 victory over Welch '00. Sweeper Shelby
Thibodeau '99 was solid in the
Wheaton.
"I think it really gave us a chan ce backfield, according to Godomsky,
to utilize our four best f orw a rd play- as was goal ie Emily Record '98,who
posted 11 saves and a total of 18
ers," sa id Godomsk y.
"W e were really intense ," said over the course of the weekend.
On Saturday the Mules travel to
tri-captain Erika Ayers '98. "I think
every thing came toge ther that w e Tufts to face the regionally ranked
had been working on and that's the Jum bos.
"It's a huge game," said Ayers.
note we want to start our season
"It will be a huge upset if we win."Q
on."
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Survival of the fi tt est

Come November, football aims to be on top
BY PAT MCBRIDE
Asst. Sports Editor

Many teams would be pleased
to come off of a 5-3 season, but
Colby's loss to arch rival Bowdoin
in the final game left a bitter taste in
the mouths of the White Mules. This
season,Colby will look to avenge its
loss to Bowdoin and re-establish itself as one of the top programs in
New England.
"The team attitude had a genesis
last winter," said Head Coach Tom
Austin. "The seniors really came
forward and took an active and positive role in promoting participation
and inclusion. Those individuals
laid the foundation for this season."
One of the keys to Colby's success this season will be the play of
tri-captain PJ. Matson '97. A seri-

ous leg injury forced Matson out of
the season finale against Bowdoin
last year, but he is back at full
strength and will be counted on
heavily to orchestrate a senior-laden
offense. Last season, Matson completed 99 of 168 passes for 1,199
yards and six touchdowns.
"[Matson] was impressive last
weekend," said Austin.
Matson will be protected this
year by an experienced offensive
line, led by guard Gregg Forger '97,
an All-NESCACselection a year ago.
Accompanying Forger will be left
tackle Sean Handler '97, guard Jon
Barry '98, center Tony Pasquariello
"99 and Jon Zareki '99 with Andrew
Slattery '99, at the other tackle spot.
Handler,Barry,and Pasquariello all
saw significant playing time last
season.
Leading the receiving corps will

be Jerrod Deshaw '97, who played
well in his first year at receiver in
1995! Deshaw caught 21 passes for
289 yards and will be Matson's primarytarget. Also back at wideout is
TomKillilea '97(8catches,57yards) .
Sophomores Tony Callander and
Brian DiBello are also expected to
see action.
Back for hisfourth season at halfback is Lawaun Curry '97,one of the
quickest and most dangerous backs
in New England. Curry battled injuries last season, but still amassed
over 700 all-purpose yards and will
shoulder most of the rushing game
this season.
On the defensive side of the ball,
Colby is led by tri-captain Tom
Beedy '97, an All-New England
safety who led the team with six
See FOOTBALL on page 14

Echo photo by Tanya S eme ls

The football team "sets up " during practice preparing for
this weekend' s matchup against Williams.

Women s soccer vaults to 2-0
BY DAVID SCHOETZ
Contributing Writer

Echo photo by Carrie Keeling

Midf ielder Kim Waldron '99 scored one for Colby versus Norwich despite the
rainy conditions.

Follow the leade r

As the rain poured down and conditions
became worse and worse, the Colby women's
soccer team dominated a Middlebury squad
believed to be in the upper crust of the
NESCAC women's soccer teams, routing the
Panthers 4-0 Friday.
"Middlebury is definitely one of the better
teams in the league and we played extremely
well together," said co-captain Jenny
Lawrence '97. Senior co-captains Kara
MarchantandCatherineNeugerbothchipped
in goals to easily secure the season opener.
On Saturday, versus Norwich University,
the field was even more drenched than it had
been the day before, as it had rained all night.
Large puddles flooded the outer reaches of
the playing surface, causing a lot of slipping

and sliding.
"We had to eliminate playing on the outside part of the field, and move into the
interior, which isn't really our game, but we
still played really well," said Lawrence.
And clearly the Mules did play well, exploding for five goals while notching their
second consecutive shutout victory.
"The best part about these nine goals was
that they came from so many different players," said Lawrence. In addition to getting
goals from both Marchant and Neuger, Kim
Waldron '99 also scored.
Steph Zegras '00 and Kristin Swanson '00
both scored their first collegiate goals in the
blowout. The defensive unit was anchored by
Lawrence and goalie Heather Garni '98, who
both put impressive efforts into shutting out
the opposition for the second time this season.
See WOMEN'S SOCCER on page 11

Matson '97 prepares to take football to top
BY BENJAMIN RUSSELL

running back for the Tolland, Conn., Pop Warner youth
Staff Writer
league. As a sixth grader he was converted to quarterbackand
has been lining up behind center every autumn since 1986.
It is the most glamorous position in all of sports. It has been
Before sophomore year of high school, the Matson famil y
layed
b
moved
from Tolland to Westborough, Mass., where P.J. bey men such as "Broa dway"Joe NamathJoe Montana
p
and Dan Marino. These men and many others have earned camea gridiron standoutatWestborough High School.Matson
fame, fortune and established themselves as American sport- was Westborough 's starting QB during both his junior and
ing icons for their excellence in quaterbacking professional senior seasons, earning Most Valuable Player honors of th e
football teams. The position of quarterback requires an ex- Midwach League in 1992.
traordinary number of skills and brings with
Mayflower Hill was the next stop for P.J. after considering
it the responsibility of leading the team to
Division IAA football hotbeds Holy Cross
the endzone and, ultimately, to victory. The
and the University of New Hampshire.
quarterback must possess size, strength,
"Football got me interested in Colby/'
agility, quickness, a strong arm and the insaid Matson. "I didn't know of Colby
Name: Peter John Matson.
telligence to adapt, in a split second, to the
before I came on my recruiting trip and
Major: Computer Science
situation on the field. The physical and emothen I fell in love with the school. The
tf
tional pressure endured by quarterbacks
Whet>Igooutfibeve / I wantjt6be school really sells itself and it'sjust a great
can be grueling and painful. The quarter- better tharvan NFL quarterback" '
place to be."
back must be a special individual. He must
During the 1993 and 1994 seasons,
~ Matson
be a leader . He must be the man.
Matson was relegated to backup duties
Senior quarterback and tri-captain Peter John Matson is
behind the White Mules' former standout
the man at the helm this year as the White Mules prepare for signal caller, Matt Mannering '95. When Mannering graduthe 1996 football season. With his superb athletic and leader- ated, the quarterback job fell into the hands of the patient
ship abilities, the 6'1", 200 lb. Matson is a model of the classic Matson.
Echo ph oto by Tanya Semels
quarterback.
Of h is t wo years as the in cumbent Matson says , "It wasn't Quarterback PJ Matson '9 7 cap tains the Colby
P. J. Matson began playing football in the fifth grade as a See MATSON on page 13
Football team this season .

